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ABSTRACT 
 
Kunti Fatimatazzahrail Batul. 2018. Teaching Learning Process in Speaking Program at the 
Seventh Grade for English Extracurricular of MTs N Jatinom in the Academic Year 
2017/2018. Thesis. English Education Department, Islamic Education and Teacher Training 
Faculty. 
Advisor: Zainal Arifin, S.Pd., M.Pd. 
Keywords: Teaching and Learning Process, Speaking, English Extracurricular. 
English extracurricular is one of extracurricular was conducted by MTs N Jatinom. It 
focused on speaking activity. This extracurricular let the students to develop their self-
confidence in speaking performence and to develop their vocabulary, grammar and 
pronunciation. The objective of this research are (1) to describe the implementation of 
teaching speaking at the seventh grade of English extracurricular in MTs N Jatinom (2) to 
describe the problem faced by the teacher and students and the teachers‟ solution to solve the 
problem on teaching speaking.  
The research was conducted from 19
th
 February 2018 until on teaching learning 
process at MTs N Jatinom. It was descriptive qualitative research. The subject of this research 
are English teacher and the seventh grade students. The students who joining English 
extracurricular consist of 30 students was mix from class VIIA until VIIH. The collecting 
data was done by researcher through the interview, observation and documentation. The data 
was analyzed by reducing the data, presenting the data and drawing conclusion. The 
researcher uses methodological triangulation to get validity of the data.  
There are two findings in this research. First, the implementation of English 
extracurricular in MTs N Jatinom. It present the objective in English extracurricular, the 
material and technique used by teacher in teaching English extracurricular. The objective of 
English extracurricular is to repair students‟ self confidence in speaking performance The 
material was designed by the teacher themselves. The technique used by teacher in teaching 
speaking of English extracurricular are brainstroming, discussion and story telling. Second, 
the problems faced by teacher and students and the solution in speaking class. Based on the 
observation and interviews with English teacher and students during four meetings, the 
researcher found four problems faced and solution by teacher and students in English 
extracuuricular. 1) The students low self-confidence. It could be solved by having giving 
motivation, English practice more and enjoying in speaking English. 2) The students lack of 
theme to be spoken. It could be solved by grouping the student. It was expected to the 
students can exchanging their idea each others. 3). The low participation of students 
attendence. It could be solved by giving motivation and creating work plan (outing class). 4). 
The students often use mother tongue in speaking performance. It could be solved by reminds 
the students to speak the target language.  
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
 
The first chapter presents the brief elaboration of several elements covering in 
this study. They are background of the study, the identification of study, the limitation of 
the problem, the problem statement, the objective of the study, the benefit of the study 
and definition of key terms.  
 
A. Background of the Study  
Hasbullah (2013:1) states that education is a human effort to build his 
personality correspondens to the values in society and culture. In another line, 
Soyomukti (2013: 27) states that education is a process to provide a variety of human 
situations that aims to empower theirself. She also devides the definition of education 
in extensive meaning and limit meaning. In extensive meaning, education is the 
process with no bound by time and place. In limit meaning, education is synonymous 
with the school as well as limited by time and period. Furthermore, it can be 
concluded that education is a systematic process through which a child or an adult 
acquires knowledge, experience, skill and sound attitude.  
Based on the nature, there are three kinds of education namely formal education, 
informal education and non-formal education. The first is formal education, formal 
education is education that takes place on a regular basis and have levels. This 
education takes place in school. Generally, school is a place that allows someone to 
increase knowledge. In addition, school can nurture the younger generation which has 
carried out by the Government and the community. The second is informal education, 
Informal education is education obtained from family, community or organization. 
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The third is non formal education, Non formal education is education that is done in 
particular but has no binding regular rules. Non formal education is guided by 
supervisor or tutor.  
One form of non formal education is extracurricular activity. Noor, R. M. (2012: 
75) assumes that extracurricular activities are educational activities in subjects and 
counseling services to assist the development of learners according to their needs, 
potential, talents and interests through activities that are specifically organized by 
educators and / or educational personnel who are capable and authorized in the school 
/ madrasah. Extracurricular activites is provides opportunities for students for practice 
to develop their creativity and abilities more fully (Burrup, 2012: 111). There are 
some differences between intracurricular and extracurricular start from nature of 
activity; execution time; goals and objectives of the program; technical 
implementation and; evaluation.  
Based to the nature of the activity, intracurricular activity is an activity that must 
be followed by every student. The intracurricular activities are binding. The 
intracurricular program contains the basic skills and abilities that students must have 
at a school level (educational institution). Therefore, the success of education is 
determined by the achievement of students on the purpose of this curricular activity. 
In contrast, extracurricular activities are more of a support activity to achieve 
curricular programming and to achieve broader educational goals. As a supporting 
activity, extracurricular activities are more flexible and less binding. Student 
participation in programmed extracurricular activities is more dependent on the 
talents, interests, and needs of the students themselves. 
In terms of time, the time for intracurricular activities is sure and fixed. Schools 
are held on a daily basis according to the academic calendar. While the execution time 
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of extracurricular activities is very dependent on the school concerned, more flexible 
and dynamic. 
Based on the goals and objectives, intracurricular activities have different goals 
and objectives with extracurricular activities. As a core schooling activity that must be 
followed by all students, intracurricular activities related to activities to foster 
students' academic ability, while extracurricular activities more foster the 
development of other aspects such as the development of interests, talents, 
personality, and ability as social creatures. In addition to that goal of course, 
extracurricular as well as auxiliary achievement of the purpose of intracurricular 
activities. 
Based on the technical implementation of intracurricular activities, as the core 
activities of schooling, is very strict and orderly, with a definite program structure 
according to the academic calendar. The intracurricular activities are under the 
responsibility of teachers of the field of study or classroom teachers. While 
extracurricular activities, the responsible person normally is a classroom teacher, a 
teacher of the subject who may be more team work, in accordance with the expertise 
of the teachers for certain fields. In fact, not infrequently schools to hire outside 
workers to carry out extracurricular activities, where the outside personnel have 
special skills programmed in extracurricular activities. 
Based on evaluation and success criteria, The success of intracurricular 
activities is determined by the success of students in mastering competencies that are 
in accordance with the curricula imposed by the school. Evaluation of achievement 
success is determined by using the test. In extracurricular activities, the success 
criteria is more determined by the process and participation in the activity. 
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Talking about Extracurricular, teaching in English extracurricular also related 
with the teaching learning process. Hamruni (2009: 10-12) assumes there are some 
components in teaching learning process such as teacher, students, purpose, 
instructional materials, method, evaluation and the situation or environment. All of 
aspect in teaching learning process have the main goal to provide students with good 
command of English so they are able to take part in various academic activities, most 
of which are conveyed in English.  
Teaching English in Indonesia focuses on the ability of communication to the 
students. Brown (2007:8) defines that teaching is showing or helping someone learn 
how to do something, giving instruction, guiding in the study of something, providing 
with the knowledge causing to know or understand. Kemendiknas in Depdiknas No: 
096/1967, the aim of teaching English in Junior High School to University is to 
develop working knowledge of English reflected from effective reading ability, ability 
to understand speaking English, writing ability, and speaking ability. 
The ability to speak or communicate in the target language is one of the 
language skills that must be mastered by any foreign language learners. The success 
of learning language can be measured by the ability of speaking. Nunan (1991:39) 
states that mastering the art of speaking is single most important aspect of learning a 
second or foreign language, and the sucess is measured in terms of the ability to carry 
out a conversation in the language.  
Hymes in Fauziati (2010: 15) teaching of speaking skill has become central in 
foreign language classroom. The goal of teaching speaking skills is communicative 
efficiency. This means that all learners should be able to make themselves understood, 
using their proficiency to the fullest. They should try to avoid confusion in the 
message due to faulty pronunciation, grammar, or vocabulary, and to observe the 
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social and cultures rules that apply in each communication situation. Speaking is 
central of communication and to make it fluency, learners have to practice it 
everywhere with the others.  
Speaking is one of the four skills that must be taught to the students. Teaching 
of speaking skill has become central in foreign language classroom. Bailey and 
Savage (in Fauziati, 2010:15) states that speaking in a second or foreign language has 
often been viewed as the most demanding of the four skill. Speaking is assumed at the 
most important skill to be acquired by the students. In the other hand, most of them 
say that it is hard to speak English. Berkeley states that English is one of subjects 
which is said by almost of the students as difficult subject, because they feel that 
learning English is difficult and boring (Berkeley, 2010).  
There are compulsory and optional extracurriculars in MTs N Jatinom. The 
students who wants to participate in this activity will be given a questionnaire about 
the compulsory extracurriculars and optional extracurriculars that available in MTs N 
Jatinom. English extracurricular is one of optional extracurricular program for the 
seventh grade students in MTs N Jatinom. The aims of English extracurricular 
program is to help students to be more active, courageous and confident to speak and 
conversation use English.  
The students who joining English extracurricular in MTs N Jatinom is the 
seventh grade students. This class divided into intensive class and regular class. The 
class A and B is considered as intensive class, while class C up to class H are regular 
class. The students who joining English extracurricular are from class VIIA-VIIH.  
There are some reasons of the English extracurricular only to seventh grade 
students. The seventh grade students is a transition from elementary school to junior 
high school. As we know student in elementary school coming from (SD and MI) 
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have different education programs. Sekolah Dasar (SD) is following a curriculum in 
general and  Madrasah Ibtidaiyah (MI) is the Islamic alternative to SD, following a 
curriculum with more focus on Arabic and Islam. Therefore, in English 
extracurricular, the students will be trained to learn speaking together from the most 
basic concepts. The other reason is most of the seventh grade students have speaking 
problem such as; low in self-confidence, hesitations, lack of vocabulary, and there is 
no fluency. Therefore,  English extracurricular is expected to improve students' 
confidence level in speaking performance.  
Based on pre-research on January 6
th
, 2017 in MTs N Jatinom which is located 
in Jl. Tasgading, Krajan, Jatinom, Klaten. In the class of English extracurricular, the 
researcher found that the teaching and learning process of speaking is implemented in 
three-phase. The activities is opening, main activity and closing. The students  follow 
the lesson fluently and seem active and enthusiastic in the following lesson. When 
teaching speaking, the teacher gives the material and the students make group with 
their friends to discuss the material and present their result in front of class. The 
material is directly from teacher and not based on sylabus. The material is more 
general, the teacher uses the material that related with anything in environment such 
as introduction oneself and others, asking and giving opinion,  describe about school, 
people, profession, famous place and the others. Sometimes the students can 
determine the material that want to learn in that day, because the English 
extracurricular not based on the curriculum and syllabus. However, most of the 
material still sustainable with the material in regular class. 
In the teaching and learning process, the situation or environment as the one 
component that have role in learning. Mr GM as the teacher of English extracurricular 
in MTs N Jatinom gives attention about that situation in learning. So the teaching 
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learning (KBM) will be held in different places in each meeting. Sometimes it will be 
in class, school building, mosque, gazebo and other places. It aims to make the 
students get a new atmosphere in learning so they will be more fun and excited. 
In English extracurricular, the teacher Mr GM are required to be able to create 
fun and interesting teaching learning activities in the classroom by developing good 
and systematic in the procedure in teaching speaking. Bandor (2007: 3) argues that a 
procedure is defined as how to do the task and usually applies to a single role. The 
procedure in teaching learning of English extracurricular are also different with in 
intracurricular learning (regular class). In English extracurricular, the activities only 
focused in speaking and how to develop students' speaking skills that are not 
maximized in class. In intracurricular learning, the material is structured and 
scheduled because it is based on the syllabus. In the other hand, the students as 
required to master the material but in practice they may not necessarily perform well, 
because of many reasons as time constraints and shame to performed. So, English 
extracurricular in MTs N Jatinom is the solution to guide students more than teaching 
learning in intracurricular. In teaching learning process of English extracurricular, all 
students are required to focus on the material after which the students must to show 
their speaking performance. So, there is not student that not presented their speaking 
performance, each students must show their speaking performance. 
There are some reasons why the researcher chooses MTs N Jatinom. The first, 
MTs N Jatinom is one of good school in Klaten that accredited with “A” accreditation 
which indicates as a good quality Islamic junior high school in society and also has 
rule, and attributes. This school is divided into extensive class and regular class. The 
class A and B is considered as intensive class, while class C up to H are regular class.   
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The second reason, MTs N Jatinom is one of junior high school in school that 
has English extracurricular as a part of extracurricular program. Moreover, the 
teaching learning process in English extracurricular of MTs N Jatinom are so special 
because the learning is not only in the school environment but also outside the school 
environment.  There are outing class program as the part of English extracurricular 
that will be implemented at half semester. This program has aims to implemented 
their speaking ability directly with the tourist. Furthermore, English extracurricular in 
MTs N Jatinom can be an intermediary for students to have hard and soft skills that 
are more in speaking so that students can achieve some achievements in competition. 
In the year there are two students who joining English extracurricular that submitted 
English speech and story telling in National level olympics of School Based 
Management. 
Based on the situation above, the researcher is interested to conduct a study 
entitled Teaching Learning Process in Speaking Program at the Seventh Grade 
for English Extracurricular of MTs N Jatinom in the Academic Year 2017/2018.  
 
B. Identification of the Problem 
There are some difficulties on teaching learning process in teaching speaking at 
seventh grade of English extracurricular: 
1. Teacher must find the method to teach English in order to make students 
interested and not bored. Teacher also should to motivate them to pay more 
attention and to learn more especially in English extracurricular program.  
2. Other difficulties come from the students. The seventh grade students is a 
transition from elementary school. Each elementary school are different in 
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developing speaking in their school. The students feeling shy, hesitations, lack of 
vocabulary, and there is no fluency are the problems of students speaking class. 
3. It is easier for student to use mother tongue in their class because it looks 
naturally. Therefore, most of students are not disciplined in using target language 
in learning process.  
Based on the background of the study, there are a reason why the researcher 
identifies about teaching learning process in speaking program for English 
extracurricular as follow, how the teacher make successful in teaching speaking of 
English extracurricular. 
 
C. Limitation of The Problem 
In order to focus on topic, the researcher makes limitation to both the object and 
subject of this research. The task is concerned with the teaching learning process in 
speaking program of English extracurricular at the seventh grade (VII A – VII H) of 
MTs Negeri Jatinom in the academic year 2017/2018. 
In this research, the researcher limits the problem as follows: the research only 
concern with the implementation of teaching speaking process in English 
extracurricular (Opening, main activity and closing). This study also concern with the  
problem faced by the teacher and students and problem solutions to overcome the 
problem.  
 
D. Problem Statement 
Based on the research background of the study research, problem on this 
research can be divided into: 
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1. How the impementation the teaching and learning process in speaking program  at 
seventh grade of English extracurricular in MTs N Jatinom in the academic year 
2017/2018?  
2. What are the problems faced by the teacher and students and the problem 
solutions in speaking program  at seventh grade of English extracurricular in MTs 
N Jatinom in the academic year 2017/2018? 
 
E. The Objective of the Study  
1. To describe how the teaching and learning process in speaking program at seventh 
grade of English extracurricular is conducted in MTs N Jatinom. 
2. To describe the problem faced by the teacher and students and teacher solution on 
teaching and learning process in speaking program at seventh grade of English 
extracurricular in MTs N Jatinom.  
 
F. The Benefits of the Study  
1. Theoritical Benefit  
a. The result of the research can be useful for thr English teacher in giving 
additional input in English speaking extracurricular program. 
b. The researcher hopes that this research can be refference for other researcher 
who will conduct the same object with different perspective. 
 
2. Partical Benefit 
a. For the researchers  
Researchers can get larger knowledge about teaching and learning process to 
teach speaking skill in exracurricular activity.  
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b. For the readers  
They will get knowledge and information about how the teaching and learning 
process occur to teach speaking skill in exracurricular activity. 
c. For the teacher and learner 
The result of this study will help the English teacher and the learners to solve 
the problem in teaching and learning english especially in teaching and 
learning speaking in the extracurriular program in their school.  
 
G. Definition of Key Terms  
1. Teaching  
Brown (2000:7) teaching is showing or helping someone learn how to do 
something, giving instruction, guiding in the study of something, providing with 
the knowledge causing to know or understand. 
2. Learning  
Bruner‟s in Fauziati (2009: 53) states that learning is a viewed as a problem-
solving, creative, discovery activity, in which the learner is a principle actor rather 
than a bench-bound listener.  
3. Teaching learning process  
Richard and Rodger (1998: 22) states teaching learning is a process through 
organization and direct instruction teacher, learners, and material in the classroom. 
4. Speaking  
Thronburry (2005:8) states speaking is one of the skills that have to be mastered 
by the student in learning English. Speaking is a speech production that becomes a 
part of daily activities which involve interaction.  
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5. Extracurricular  
Noor, R. M. (2012: 75) defines extracurricular activities are educational activities 
in subjects and counseling services to assist the development of learners according 
to their needs, potential, talents and interests through activities that are specifically 
organized by educators and / or educational personnel who are capable and 
authorized in the school / madrasah. 
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CHAPTER II  
THEORETICAL REVIEW  
 
In this chapter, the researcher presents ideas about the review of teaching 
learning, review of English extracurricular, review of speaking and review of related 
researches. This research gives explanation of theoretical review based on some 
linguist and expert including: teaching learning, speaking, problem in speaking 
activity, strategy in speaking activity, and English extracurricular. 
 
A. Review of Teaching Learning  
1. Definition of Teaching Learning  
Brown (2000: 7) states that teaching is guiding and facilitating 
learning, enabling the learner to learn and also setting the condition the 
condition for learning. In short, teaching is an activity of helping, guiding and 
showing the learners in learning to get knowledge of subject or skill that they 
want. In addition, Brown (2000: 7) states that learning is acquiring or getting 
of knowledge or skill of subject by study, experiences, or instruction.  
Mulyasa (2006: 100) explains that teaching is an interaction process 
done by students and the environment in order that the human/student 
behavior changes to be better. Suhadi (2007: 2) states that teaching learning 
activity need several sources, media, tools, instruction and rules which will be 
used to increas teaching learning activities. It means that teaching learning is 
an activity of talking and giving the material through media, tools, instruction 
and rules.  
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It can be concluded that teaching is a process of facilitating and guiding 
learners to learn or develop something such as ideas, beliefs or the others as 
their knowledge. In the teaching process teacher should prepare the sources, 
media, tools and planning to make the learning process run well and 
systematically done by the teacher. 
2. Principles of English Teaching  
In the implementation of English learning, each educational unit may use the 
principle of education. Brown (2000: 55-68) who notes that there some 
principles that must be considered in English language teaching. There are: 
a. Cognitive principle  
It consist of some principles, they are:  
1) Automaticity  
The efficient of second language larning involves a timely movement 
the second control of the a few languge forms into the automatic 
processing on the relatively unlimited number of language form. 
Overanalyzing language, thinking too much about its form, and 
consiously lingering an rules of language all trend to impede this 
graduation to automaticity.  
2) Meaningful learning  
Meaningful learning will lead to toward better long term retention than 
rote learning.  
3) The anticipation of reward  
4) Human beings are universally driven to act, or „behave‟ by anticipation 
of some sort of reward that will ensure as a result of the behavior.  
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5) Instrinsic motivation  
The most powerful rewards are those that are instrinsically motivated 
within the learners.  
6) Strategic invesment  
Sucessful mastery of the second language will be due to a large extent 
to a learner‟s own personal „invesment‟ of time, effort, and attention of 
the second language in the form of an individualized battery of 
strategies for comprehending and producing the language.  
b. Affective principles  
In consist of some principles, they are:  
1) Language ego  
Human being learn to use a second language, they also develop a new 
mode of thinking, feeling and acting. The new „language ego‟ 
intertwined with the second lnguage, can easily create within the 
learner a sense of fragility, a defensiveness, and a rising of inhibition.  
2) Self confidence  
Teacher should drive the students into their self confidences especially 
to speak in the second language, in this case English. 
3) Risk taking  
Teacher can create an atmosphere in the classroom that encourages 
students to try out language, to venture a response, and not to wait for 
someone else volunteer language.  
4) The language-culture connection  
5) Whenever we teach a language, we also teach a complex system of 
culture customs, values and ways of thinking, feeling and acting.  
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c. Linguistic principles  
It consist of some principles, they are:  
1) The native language effect  
The native language learner exerts a strong influence of the acquisition 
of the target language system  
2) Inter language  
3) Communicative competence  
Many people believe that English is difficult subject. Thus, we need an 
appropriate communicative approach to teach English in order to make 
students understand the materials and also to make them understand 
that English is easy to learn.  
The teaching English is the study of the English language should 
always be oriented toward the mastery of four language skills. They 
are speaking, listening, reading and writing. The language activities 
should be designed in such a way that students will have to  read, 
listen, speak and write.  
3. The Components of Teaching Learning Process 
According to Hamruni (2009: 10-12) said that the component of 
teaching learning includes:  
1) Teacher, teacher is the most important factor. In planning the strategies in 
teaching learning process teacher hould follow the rule of curriculum that 
occur.  
2) Students, students are component that is doing teaching learning process to 
develop their potential be real to get the purpose of teaching learning 
process.  
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3) Purpose, this is the basic that is made to choose the strategy, material, 
media and evluation.  
4) The source of material, the source of material is the content of component 
in teaching learning process.  
Edge (2002:43) states that, material are used to support learning and 
teaching. Material exist in order to support learning and teaching, so they 
should be designed to suit the people and the process involved. The 
materials must be variety; it should be managed based on students‟ needs, 
so the teacher must be creative to choose which the material is good for 
their students. 
5) Based on the statement above, it can be conclude that the elements of 
teaching namely learners, teachers and material are important to support 
teaching and learning process. If one component is missing, so the 
teaching learning process cannot run well and effectively.  
6) Teaching learning process, in choosing the teaching strategy is needed to 
formulate component of teaching learning process that is related with the 
standard of teaching learning process.  
7) Method, method is a way that is used to get the purpose of study that has 
been determined.  
Richards (2007: 15) states that an overall plan for the orderly presentation 
of language material, no part of which contradict and all of which is based 
up on the selected approach. The use of methods is adjusted of the class 
condition. Some considerations to choose an appropriate method are 
condition of learners, teacher and material of study. 
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8) Evaluation, the component of evaluation has function to know what the 
purpose of the study has been determined.  
9) The situation or environment, it means the situation and physical condition 
(such as; climate, school, the location of school, etc).  
4. Classroom Activities in Teaching Learning  
Based on interview was conducted by the author, it can be explained 
that learning speaking in English Extracurricular, there are some classroom 
activities such as role playing, games, discussion and problem solving.  
Endang Fauziati (2008:103-110) states that there are many classroom-
speaking activities that are currently in use in communicative language. 
a. Role Playing 
Role plays are very important in communicative approach because 
they give students an opportunity to practice communicating in different 
social  contexts and social roles. A role playing can help teachers expand 
the classroom indenfinitely and provide natural context for the language 
being used. It is create a dramatic situation in a classroom, or in a part, 
simply acting or dialouges, but also in part re-labeling object and people in 
the room to prepare for imaginative role playing (New-Mark 1996). The 
role play can be presented within a few minutes and contain a minimum 
advanced vocabulary items. 
b. Games  
A game is one of activities which can help to create dynamic, 
motivating classes. It cn be used when the students in a relaxed 
atmosphere, participate in activities that require them to use what they 
have been drilled on. The advantages by using this method are students 
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can get the joy, show the real characteristic of students, more active and 
provide a good interaction between teacher and students. There are 
disadvantages also using games, these are the class will be noisy and 
distrubing another class, as well as wasting the time to have preparation. 
c. Problem solving  
Materials which focus on problem solving offer further opportunities 
for students to work in pairs or small groups, to share information and 
opinion on topic, which are meaningful to them. While in Fauziati 
(2008:109) suggest that more advanced students be given problems which 
require going out into community or on campus to interview people who 
can supply concerate information about the problem. Classroom activities 
include the preparation of informal „script‟ to be used as guides during the 
interview. After the students have completed their research, they present 
their findings to the class by reenacting the interview and then answering 
questions from the group in the guise of persons whom they interviewed. 
d. Discusssion 
Group discussion may be composed of three to five students. The 
main aim of group discussion is to improve fluency and grammar is 
probably best allowed to function as a naturraly communicative context. 
The more advanced class, however can be given a factual article from a 
newspaper, journal and the sale brochure of the car film, word population 
or birthrate figures. The final presentation of a group discussion is shared 
around among the group. These advantages can share, practice in large and 
more critical. 
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5. The Role of Teacher and Learner 
a. The Role of Teacher  
Teacher has important roles in teaching learning process. Richards and 
Lockhart (1994: 101) state that the role of a teacher in the context of 
classroom teaching and learning may also be influenced by the 
methodology which is followed by the teacher. A teacher‟s style of 
teaching English in the classroom as the result of his believed the roles 
system. Harmer (2001; 57) states that teacher may select such roles for 
themselves as: 
1) Controller: the teacher act as controller, they are in charge of the class 
and the activity taking place in a way that is substantially different 
from a situation where students are working on their own in a group. 
2) Organizer: the teacher have  to perform of organizing students to do 
various activities. This often involves giving the students information, 
telling them how they are going to do activity, putting them into pairs 
or groups, and finally closing things down when it is time to stop. 
3) Assessor: the teachers tell the students when need to know and for 
what they are being assessed. Teachers should tell them what we are 
looking for and what sucess looks like so that they can measure 
themselves against. 
4) Prompter: the teachers as prompter when students are involved in a 
role play activity, for example, they lose the thread of what is going 
on, or they are lost for words (i.e. they may still have the thread but 
be unable to proceed productively for lack of vocabulary. 
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5) Participant: the teachers not as a teacher, but also as a participant 
when students discussions, role play or group decision-making 
activities. Teachers stand back from the activity, letting the learners 
get on the with it and only interviewing later to offer feedback and/or 
correct mistakes. 
6) Resource: when the students are involved in a piece of group writing, 
or that they are involved in preparation for the presentation they are to 
make the class, teachers take a part or try to control them, or even turn 
up to prompt them might be entirely unwelcome. 
7) Tutor: when students are working on longer projects, such as pieces 
of writing or preparations for a talk or a debate, teachers can act as a 
tutor, working with individuals or small groups, pointing them in 
directions they have not yet thought of taking. 
8) Observer: as observer, teachers observe what students do (especially 
in oral communicative activities) or when taking notes on students 
performance. 
b. The Role of Learner 
According to richards (1990: 13), the roles of the learners related to 
approaches to learning, attitude to learning preferred learning styles and 
strategies, preferred learning activities, patterns of learner to learner 
interaction, pattern of teacher to learner interaction, degree of control 
learner‟s exercise over their own learning, how learners characterize 
effective teaching and how characterize effective learning.  
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The learners have the significant role in the teaching learning process. 
Johnson and Paulson (1976) in Richards and Rodgers (2001:28) defines 
learner roles the following terms: 
1) Learners plan their own learning program and this ultimately assumes 
responsibility for what they do in the classroom. 
2) Learners monitor and evaluate their own progress. 
3) Learners are members of the group and learn by interacting with 
others. 
4) Learner tutor other learners. 
5) Learners lern from the teacher, from other students, and from other 
sources. 
6. Kinds of Technique in Teaching Learning 
As we know, the success of teaching speaking depands on the technique 
that the researcher uses in class. If the teacher uses the suitable technique in 
teaching, the students can improve their speaking skill easily. As Kayi 
(2006:2) infer from many linguistics on her article on a Teaching English as a 
Second Language (TESL) journal, there are thirteen techniques that the 
teacher can apply in the classroom to promote the development of teaching 
speaking of the students, they are:  
a. Discussion  
After a content-based lesson, discussion can be held for various reasons. 
The student may aim to arrive at a conclusion, share ideas about an event, 
or find solutions in their discussion activity is set by the researcher. In this 
way, the discussion points are relevant to this purpose so that the students 
do not spend their chatting with each other about irrelevant thing. 
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b. Role Play  
Role play is one other way that can make the students speak up. Students 
pretend they are in various social context and have a variety of social roles. 
The teacher gives information to the students such as who they are and 
what they think and feel.  
c. Simulations  
Simulations are very similar to role-plays but what make simulations 
different than role plays is that they are more elaborate. In simulation, 
students can bring items to the class to create a realistic environment.  
d. Information gap 
In information gap activity the students are supposed to working in pairs. 
One student will have the information that other partner does not have and 
the partners will share their information.  
e. Brainstorming  
On a given topic, students can produce ideas in limited time. Depending on 
the context, either individual or group brainstorming is effective and 
learners generate ideas quickly and freely. The good characteristic of 
brainstorming is that the students are not critized for their ideas so the 
students will be open to sharing new ideas.  
f. Storytelling  
Students can briefly summarize a tale or story they hard from somebody 
beforehand, or they may create their own stories to tell their classmates. 
Story telling fosters creative thinking. It also helps students express ideas i 
the format of beginning, development, and ending, including the characters 
and setting a story has to have.  
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g. Interviews  
Students can conduct interviews on selected topics with various people. It 
is a good idea that the teacher provides a rubrics to students so that they 
know what type of questions they can ask or what path to follow, but 
students should prepare their own interview questions. Conducting 
interview with people gives students a chance to practice their speaking 
ability not only in the class but also outside and help them becoming 
socialized.  
h. Story completion  
This is a very enjoyable, whole class, free speaking activity for which 
students sit in a circle. For this activity, a teacher starts to tell a story, but 
after a few sentences he or she stops narrating. Then, each student starts to 
narrate from the point where the previous one stopped. Each student is 
supposed to add from four to ten sentences. Students can add new 
characters, events, description and so on.  
i. Reporting  
Before coming to class, students are asked to read a newspaper or 
magazine and in class, they report to their friends what they find as the 
most interesting news. Students can also talk about whether they have 
experienced anything worth telling their friends in their daily lives before 
class.  
j. Playing card  
In this game, students should form froups of four. Each suit will represent 
a topic, for example: diamond represent earning money, hearing represent 
love and relationships, spades representan unforgettable memory and clubs 
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represent best teacher. Each student in a group will choose a card. Then, 
each student will write 4-5 questions about the topic to ask the other 
people in the group. However, the teacher should state at the very 
beginning of the activity that students are not allowed to prepare yes or no 
questtions, because by saying yes or no students get little practice in 
spoken language production. Rather, students ask open-ended question to 
each other so that they can replay in complete sentences.  
k. Picture narrating  
This activity is based on several sequential pictures. Students are asked to 
tell the story taking place in the sequential pictures by paying attention to 
the criteria provided by the teacher as a rubic. Rubic can include the 
vocabulary or structures they need to use while narrating. 
l. Pictue describing  
Another way to make use of pictures in a speaking activity is to give 
students just one picture and having them describe what it is in the picture. 
For this activity students can form groups and each group is given different 
picture. Students discuss the picture with their groups, and then each group 
describes the pictue to the entire class. This activity fosters the creativity 
and imagination of the students as well as their public speaking skills.  
m. Find the difference 
For this activity students can work in pairs and each couple is given tw 
different pictures, for example, picture of boys playing football and 
another picture of girls playing tennis. Students in pairs discuss the 
similarities end/or differences in the picture.  
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In conclusion, there are thirteen techniques that the teacher can apply 
in the classrooom; they are discussion, role play, simulations, information 
gap, brainstorming, storytelling, interviews, story completion, reporting, 
playing card, picture narrating, picture describing, and find the difference. 
Those techniques can apply by the teacher in teaching speaking process.  
7. Kinds of Approach in Teaching Learning 
Anthony in Allen (1965: 94) views approach as “A set a correlative 
assumption dealing with the nature of language and the nature of language 
teaching and learning, an approach is an axiomatic. An approach describes the 
nature of the subject matter to be taught. It states a point of view, a philosophy 
or an article of faith, that is something which one believes but cannot 
necessarily prove.  
Based on Anthony‟s model, approach encompasses both theories of 
language and language learning. Mostly all language teaching methods operate 
explicitly from a theory of language and theories about how language is 
learned. They provide whe basis for determining the objectives and content of 
syllabus. Edward anthony (1963: 94) clearly identifies three levels of 
conceptualization and organization, which are terned as approach, method, nd 
technique, show in the chart  below:  
Approach   Method  Technique  
Theories of language  
Theories of language 
 learning  
Procedure/Overall 
plan of presentation  
Classroom 
practices, 
technique 
(Axiomatic) (Procedural) (Implementation) 
  Figure ! Anthony‟s Diagram of Approach, Method and Technique 
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  The define approach as “assumption, beliefs and theories about the 
nature of language and the nature of language learning, which operate as 
axiomatic contrast of reference points and provide a theoritical foundational 
for what language teachers ultimately do with learners in classroom” (Richards 
and Rodgers, 1978: 146). Fauziati (2009), there are four kind of approach, they 
are following : 
1. Behaviorsm Approach  
Behaviorist theory is founded by J.B Waston. Basically is a psychological 
theory of native language learning. Fauziati (2009) in skinner Theory of 
behaviorsm has profoundly influenced the direction of the second or 
foreign language teaching.  
2. Cognitive Approach  
Cognitive psychology is concerned about cognitive process of knowledge 
acquisition. According to Fauziati (2009) there are several basic of 
characteristic of cognition:  
a. Cognition is process  
b. Cognition is mental  
c. This process is purposive  
d. By implication, this process is internal  
e. By implication, this process is ultimate under the control of the learner, 
even if one is ceorced into learning by external pressure.  
Cognitive psychology called Cognitive Approach or Cognitive Code 
Language (CLL). The cognitive psychology viewed the learning process as 
a two way process between the organism and its environment. The 
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Cognitive Code Learning is sometimes considered the modern version of 
the Grammatical Translation Method (GTM) Fauziati (2009:37).  
3. Humanism Approach  
Humanistic psychology emerged in the 1950s as a reaction against both 
behaviorism and cognitivism. It is concerned with the subjectives 
experience of human beings and views that using quantitative methods in 
the study of human mind and behaviorism is misguided. 
Wang (2005: 4-5) in Fauziati (2009:47) describes humanistic teacher as 
someone with the following;  
a. Capable of developing the whole person of the students intellectually 
as well as emotionally.  
b. Have guidance trust acceptance of the students as worthy, valuable, 
individuals, and help them to build up positive self concept.  
c. Teacher should be real facilitator of learning and focus more on how to 
learn than what to learn, provide students with fishing gear rather than 
fish.  
Humanistic approach gives rise to existence of foreign language teaching 
methodology such as Community Language Learning (CLL) by Curran, 
Silent Way by Gattegno, and Suggestopedia by Lazanov (Fauziati, 
2009:51) 
4. Constructivism Approach  
Constructivism is a philosophy of learning founded on the premise that, by 
reflecting on our experience, we construct our understanding of the world 
we live in other words, it refers to the idea that learners construct 
knowledge themselves. Constructivism, design a foreign language teaching 
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method called Genre Based Language (GBI) and Communicative 
Language Teaching (CLT). It means that the methods which are underlined 
the Constructivism approach is genre instruction (GBI) and 
Communicative Language Teaching (CLT).  
 
B. Review of English Extracurricular  
1. Definition of Extracurricular 
Extracurricular activities are educational activities in subjects and 
counseling services to assist the development of learners according to their 
needs, potential, talents and interests through activities that are specifically 
organized by educators and / or educational personnel who are capable and 
authorized in the school / madrasah (Rohinah M. Noor 2012: 75) 
Ekstrakurikuler adalah kegiatan pendidikan yang dilakukan oleh peserta 
didik diluar jam belajar kurikulum sebagai perluasan dari kegiatan kurikulum 
dan dilakukan dibawah bimbingan sekolah dengan tujuan untuk 
mengembangkan kepribadian, bakat, minat dan kemampuannya peserta didik 
yang lebih luas (Permendikbud 81A, 2013). 
Extracurricular activities are followed and implemented by students both 
in school and outside of school, aims to enable students to develop the 
potential, interest and talents.  
The point of the extracurricular held by school is to give students chance 
to improve their English and have more exposures and time in learning 
English, because they do not get extra time in regular class. The activities in 
the English extracurricular also can help the students to improve the students‟ 
ability in English. As Mulyasa (2007) states that an extracurricular program is 
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a certain program held outside the school regular time for supporting and 
improving students‟ competence. 
While the definition of extracurricular by Indonesian Dictionary 
(2002:291) define that an activity that is outside the program is written in the 
curriculum such as leadership training and coaching students. Extracurricular 
it self carried out outside of the school activity. This activity gives flexibility 
of time and gives freedom to the students, especially in determining the types 
of activities that suit their talents and interest. It can be conclude that 
extracurricular activities are activities that emphasize the needs of students in 
order to increase knowledge, attitudes and skills of students outside of school 
hours. 
2. Vision and Mission of Extracurricular  
Vision and Mission is one element of complementeness that must exist 
within an organization. Rohinah M. Noor (2012: 75) revealed that 
extracurricular have the vision and mission as follows: 
a. Vision  
Vision extracurricular activity is the development potential, talents, and 
interest optimally, and the growing independence and happiness of 
learners that are useful to themselves, their families, and society. 
b. Mission 
1) Provide a number of activities that can be chosen by students suitable 
of the needs, potential, talents, and interest. 
2) Carrying out activities that give students the opportunity to freely 
express themselves through independent or group activities. 
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3. The principle of Extracurricular Activities 
Rohinah M. Noor, MA. (2012: 76) expressed his opinion about the 
principle of extracurricular activities, namely:  
a. Individual, is the principle of extracurricular activities that suitable to the 
potential, talents, and interests of learners each.  
b. Options, is the principle of extracurricular activities in accordance with the 
wishes and followed voluntarily learners.  
c. Active involvement is the principle of extracurricular acivities that require 
the participation of learners in full.  
d. Fun, is the principle of extracurricular activities in an atmosphere like and 
encouraging learners.  
e. Work ethic is the principle of extracurricular activities that build spirit 
learners to work well and sucessfully.  
f. Social expediency is the principle of extracurricular activities that is 
undertaken for the benefit of society.  
4. Types Extracurricular Activities 
Anfiral Henri (2008: 2) Generally expression about several types of 
extracurricuular activities in several forms, namely: 
a. Krida, include Scouting, Basic Leadership Training for Students (LDKS), 
the Youth Red Cross (PMR), Army National Flag (Paskibraka). 
b. Scientific, covering Scientific Activities of Youth (KIR), mastery of 
scientific activities and academic skill, and research.  
c. Exercise / competition giftedness / achievements, including the 
developmental of sporting talent, art and culture, love of nature, journalism 
and religion.  
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d. Seminars, workshops, and exhibition / fairs, with the substance of the 
career, education, health, protection of human rights, religious, and 
cultural arts. Sports, which include some sports that are of interest 
depending on the school, for instance, basketball, karate, taekwondo, 
martial arts, softball, and so forth.  
5. The Opportunities of Extracurricular Activities 
Fredricks and friend (2002) wrote that participation in extracurricular 
activities gave students the opportunity to have experiences other than being a 
child or students and provided them with experiences other than being a child 
or student and provided  them with experiences that translated well into 
adulthood. Participation in extracurricular activities facilitated student‟s 
connection with their school occured siultaneously with a student‟s feeling 
identified with the institution (Booker, 2004).  
Based on the definition above it can conclude that many opportunities 
following the extracurricular, English extracurricular as the one of 
extracurricular program in MTs N Jatinom, it can facilities the students to 
learn about English, especially in speaking. The students can motivate and 
enjoy to get positive activities. 
6. The Objectives of Extracurricular 
In every activity, must not be separated from the aspect of goal. An 
activity that is waged without clear objectives, then it will turn futile. Similary, 
certain extracurricular activities have a specific purpose. Regarding objectives 
in extracurricular activities described by the Ministry of Education and Culture 
(1995: 2) as follows: 
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a. Students can deepen and broaden the skills knowledge about the 
relationship between the various of subject learning, talents and interests, 
as well as complement the efforts of the whole human development are:  
1. Faithful and devoted God Almighty  
2. Noble character  
3. The knowledge and skills  
4. Healthy spiritual and physical  
5. Personality who stay and independent  
6. Have the sense of responsibility and nationality 
b. Students are able to take advantage of the personality education and 
associate knowledge gained in the curriculum program to the needs and 
circumstances. In addition, according to B. Suryobroto (1987: 272) 
extracurricular activities has the objectives following: 
1. Extracurricular activities can improve students‟ skills in cognitive, 
affective and psychomotor.  
2. Develop the talents and interests of students in personal development 
efforts towards the development of fully human positive.  
3. Can know, recognize and distinguish between the relationships of the 
subject with the other subjects. The explanation above is essentially the 
purpose of extracurricular activities is to be achieved for the benefit of 
students. In other words, extracurricular activities have educational 
value for students within the whole human development efforts. 
7. Non-formal Education 
Educational system that organizes outside of the formal system is 
called non-formal education. A Bame and Therese (2011: 23) explain that 
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non-formal education involves all educational activities organized outside the 
formal system and designed to serve identifiable and educational objectives.  
Non-formal education has its characteristics that are different from 
formal education. Rodgers (1996: 33) explain that the characteristics of non-
formal educational can be seen from the some aspects such as the time scale, 
relevance, program, curriculum, method and objective. First, the time scale. 
That is, non-formal education provides part time. It is different from the 
formal education that provides full time to learn. Further, non-formal 
education is secondary activity of participants, not primary activity as in 
formal education. Second, the relevance of non-formal education is, it is 
integrated with life, it is held by community, not the institution, and it can be 
done in all kinds of settings, not only in a special building. Third, the program 
is run by any participatory, while professional is not a must although 
professional is better. Fourth, the curriculum which is used is open curriculum 
and problem-centered controlled by learners, it is no subject-centered by 
teacher. Fifth, the method is learner-center and it is mainly done orally. The 
last, the objective of non-formal education is not set by teacher, but it is set by 
learners.  
On the other hand, non-formal education has some similarities with 
formal education, such as the functions, purposes, and  the importance. The 
similar purpose of formal education with non-formal education is, it is a 
deliberately organized educational activity, outside the established frame-work 
of normal school and university systems, principally for out of school youth 
and adults, for the purpose of communicating ideas, developing skills, 
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changing attitudes or modifying behavior related to the realization of 
development goals and the achievement of higher standards.  
8. Characteristics of non-formal education: 
a. Can be held within the school building. 
b. The field of education concerned is indeed held for the benefit of  the 
implementation of education. 
c. Education is programmed in particular. 
d. There is a certain learning time. 
e. Teaching methods are more formal. 
f. There is a systematic evaluation. 
g. Organized by the government and private parties. 
 
C. Review of Speaking  
1. The Definition of Teaching Speaking 
According to Brown (2000: 7) stated that teaching means guiding and 
facilitating learning, enabling the learner to learn, setting the condition for 
learning. It means that teaching can make learners easy to learn because there 
are guide, and facilitator. In addition learning is constructed by teaching style, 
approach, methods and classroom technique which very influencing the 
teaching learning process.  
Nunan (1992: 23) states teaching speaking is a very important part of 
second language learning. The ability to communicate in a second language 
clearly and efficiently contributes to the sucess of the learner in school and 
sucess later in every phase of life. Therefore, it is essential that language 
teachers pay great attention to teaching speaking. Rather than leading students 
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to pure memorization, providing a rich environment where meaningful 
communication takes place is desired. In the case formulates what is meant by 
teaching speaking : 
a. Produce the English speech sounds and sound patterns. 
b. Use word and sentence stress, intonation and the rythm of the second 
language. 
c. Select appropriate words and sentences according to the proper social 
setting, audience, situation and subject matter. 
d. Organize their thoughts in a meaningful and logical sequence. 
e. Use language as a means of expressing values and judgements. 
f. Use the language quickly and confidently with few unnatural pauses called 
as fluency. 
English teacher should provide some speaking activities which are able to 
facilitate their speaking mastery. Some principles for teaching speaking by 
Nunan (2003:55) are described below: 
a. Give students practice with both fluency and accuracy. 
At the beginning and intermediate level of studies, learners must be 
given opportunities to improve their fluency as well as accuracy. 
Accuracy means using the target language correctly and fluency is using 
language quickly and confidently. The teacher should not emphasize on 
any one aspect of speaking. Therefore, students should get practice on 
both accuracy and fluency. 
b. Use group work or pair work. 
To improve students‟ speaking, they should be given enough 
opportunities to speak in class. Teacher talk time should be less and 
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student talk time should be more. It is important for language teachers do 
not take up all the time. Pair work and group work can be used to increase 
the amount of time that learners get to speak in the target language during 
lesson (Nunan, 2003:55). In this way, the students will get chance to 
interact and practice the language with other students. 
c. Design classroom activities that involve guidance and practice in both 
transactional and interactional speaking. 
Interactional speech is communicating with someone for special 
purposes maintaining social relationships. Beside transactional speech 
principal as such kind of way or instructions. Therefore, many experts 
issue the principal of teaching a language like a stated above which is able 
to apply in classroom activity. The teachers are carriers of either positive 
or negative behavior toward students. In learning process there are many 
problem still happening, because of this case the role of teacher is much 
needed to solving this problem. 
2. Skill of Speaking 
Brown (2004: 142) categorizes micro-skills into eleven points and 
macro-skills into five points are the following: 
a. Micro-skills 
1. Produce differences among English phonemes and allophonic variants.  
2. Produce chunks of language of different lengths.  
3. Produce English stress patterns, words in stressed and unstressed 
positions, rhythmic structure, and intonation contours. 
4. Produce reduced forms of words and phrases.  
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5. Use an adequate number of lexical units (words) to accomplish 
pragmatic purposes 
6. Produce fluent speech at different rates of delivery.  
7. Monitor one‟s own oral production and use various strategic devices 
pauses, fillers, self-corrections, backtracking to enhance the clarity of 
the massage.  
8. Use grammatical word classes (nouns, verbs, etc.) systems (tense, 
agreement, and pluralisation), word order, patterns, rules, and elliptical 
forms.  
9. Produce speech in natural constituents: in appropriate phrases, pause 
groups, breathe groups, and sentence constituents.  
10. Express a particular meaning in different grammatica forms.  
11. Use cohesive devices in spoken discourse. 
b. Macro skills 
1. Appropriately accomplish communicative functions according to 
situations, participants, and goals.  
2. Use appropriate styles, registers, implicative, redundancies, pragmatic, 
conversations, rules, floor, keeping and yielding, interrupting, and 
other sociolinguistic features in face-to-face conversation.  
3. Convey links and connections between events and communicate such 
relation as vocal and peripheral ideas, events and feeling, new 
information and given information, generalization and exemplification. 
4. Convey facial features, kinesics, body language and other nonverbal 
cues along with verbal language.  
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5. Develop and use a battery of speaking strategies, such as emphasising 
key words, rephrasing, providing a context for interpreting the 
meaning of words, appealing for help, and accurately assessing how 
well your interlocutor is understanding you. 
Table 1.1. The criteria or standard of performance of speaking skill 
Aspect Score Criteria 
Pronounciation  5  Easy to understand and has few trances of foreign accent.  
 4 Easy to understand and no conspicuous 
 3 There is a problem in pronounciation that makes listeners 
concentrate more and sometimes find misunderstanding 
 2 It is difficult to understand because of pronounciation 
problem and often asked to repeat 
 1 Serious problem in pronounciation and cannot be understood  
Structure  5 Using vocabulary and expressions accurately like that of an 
educated people 
 4 It sometimes makes mistake in structure, but it does not 
influence meaning  
 3 It often make mistakes in structure and influences meaning  
 2 It often makes mistakes, influences the meaning, and often 
rearrange the sentences  
 1 This mistakes of structure are serious, so that structure is 
difficult to be understood  
Vocabulary  5 Using vocabulary and expressions accurately like that of an 
educated people  
 4 Sometimes uses inappropriate terms because of inadequate 
vocabulary  
 3 Frequent uses of wrong words because of inadequante 
vocabulary  
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 2 Misuse of words and very limited vocabulary which makes 
it quite difficult to understand the sentences  
 1 Vocabulary is limited, so that the speech cannot be 
understood 
Fluency  5 Speak fluently, smooth like educated people  
 4 Speak rates seem to be slightly affected by language 
problems of language  
 3 Speech is occasionally, distrubed by the problem of 
language  
 2 Usually hesitant, often forced into silence caused by limited 
language use  
 1 It is not sure to speak, and stop to speak because of limited 
language use  
Comprehension 5 It can be understood easily without difficulty because the 
speech is weel organized 
 4 Most part of speech are relevant to the task and the ideas are 
tied together  
 3 Rather difficult to understand because it is not well 
organized  
 2 The speech is rather irrelevant  to task and does not use 
suitable organizational aids  
 1 The speeh is irrelevant to task, totally inadequante response 
(Adapted from Brown 2001: 157), 5= very good, 4= good,3= fair, 2= poor, 1= bad) 
3. Kinds of Speaking 
According to Brown (2004:141), there are five basic types of speaking as 
follows:  
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a. Imitative : at one end of a continuum of types of speaking performance is 
the ability to simply parrot back (imitate) a word or phrase or possibly a 
sentence.  
b. Intensive : th production of short stretches of oral language designed to 
demonstrate competence in a narrow band of grammatical, phrasal, lexical, 
or phonological relationships (such as prosodic elements-intonations, 
stress, rhytm, and juncture).  
c. Responsive : the stimulus is always spoken prompt (in order to preserve 
authenticity), with perhaps only one or to follow up questions or retorts.  
d. Interactive : interaction can take the two forms of transactional language, 
which has the purpose of exchanging specific information, or interpersonal 
exchanges, which have the purpose of maintaining social relationships.  
e. Extensive or monologue : extensive oral production included speeches, 
oral presentation, and story telling, during which the opportunity for oral 
interaction from listener is either highly limited (perhaps to non-verbal 
responses) or ruled out altogether.  
From the several basic types speaking performance, it can be concluded that 
the five basic types of speaking are imitative, intensive, response, interactive 
and extensive (monologue).  
4. Activities in Speaking 
In teaching speaking there are some activities that certainly to do. Ur  
(1996:131) defines that role play and related techniques can be explain such as 
bellow : 
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1. Dialogues  
This is a traditional language-learning techniques that has gone somewhat 
out of fashion in recent vears. The learners are taught a brief dialogue 
which they learn by heart.  
Learners can be asked to perform the dialogue in different ways: in 
different moods (sad, happy, irritated, bored, for example); in different 
role-relationship (a parent and child, wife and husband, wheelchair patient 
and nurse, etc) 
2. Plays  
These ae an expansion of the dialogue technique, where a class learns and 
performs a play. This can be based on something they have read; or 
composed by them or the teacher; or an actual play from the literature of 
the target language. 
3. Simulations  
In simulations the individual participants speak and react as themselves, 
but the group role, situation and task they are given is an imaginary one. 
5. Problem in Speaking Activity 
Ur (1996: 20) states there are some problems faced by the learners in 
speaking activities. The problems include inhibition, lack of theme to be 
spoken, the low participation, and the use of mother tongue. Those problems 
can be explained as follows: 
1) Inhibition 
Unlike reading, writing and listening activities, speaking requires 
some real time exposures to an audience. Learners are often inhibited 
about trying to say things in a foreign language in the classroom, such as 
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worried about mistake, fearful or criticism, or shy the attention that their 
speech attracts. 
2) The lack of theme to be spoken 
Some learners get difficulties in thinking of anything to say, they 
have no motivation to express themselves beyond the guilty feeling that 
they should be speaking. 
3) The low participation 
Only one participant can talk at a time if he or she is to be heard. In a 
large group, this means that each one will have only very little time to talk. 
This problem is compounded bt tendency of some learners to dominate, 
while others speak very little or not at all.  
4) The use of mother tongue 
In number of classes, the learners share the same mother tongue. They 
may tend to use it because of some reasons. Firstly, it is easier. Socondly, 
it feels unnatural to speak to one another in a foreign language. The last, 
they feel less “exposed” if they are speaking their mother tongue. If they 
are talking in a small groups, it can be quite difficult to keep using the 
target language. 
6. Strategies in Teaching Speaking 
In teaching speaking, teachers need a way to solve some problems in 
teaching learning process, according Ur (1996: 121) stated that there are some 
the manner of teacher to solve some the problems, the strategies are explained 
in the folllowing terms: 
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a. Use the group work 
Using group work will increase the amount of learners to talk going 
on in limited period of time and also reduce the inhibitions of learners who 
are unwilling to speak in front the full class. By using the group work, the 
use of oral practice is more than in the full class set up. It is true that group 
work means the teacher cannot supervise all learners speech, so that not all 
utterances will be correct, and learners may occasionally slip into their 
native language; nevertheless, even taking into consideration occasional 
mistakes and mother-tongue use, the amount of time remaining for 
positive, useful oral practice is still likely to be far more than in the full-
class set-up. 
b. Base activity on easy language 
Language should be easily produced by participants, so that they can 
speak fluently with the minimum of hesitation. It is a good idea to review 
the essential vocabulary before the activities sets. The level of language 
needed for a discussion should be easily recalled and produced by the 
participants, so that they can speak fluently with the minimum of 
hesitation. It is good idea to teach or review essential vocabulary before 
the activity starts. 
c. Give some instruction or training in discussions skills 
The participant should give the contribution for the discussion; 
appoint a chairperson to teach group discussion then include instructions 
about the participation when introducing it. For example, tell learners to 
make sure that everyone in the group contributes to the discussion; appoint 
a chairperson to each group who will regulate participation. 
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d. Keep the students to speak the target language 
The best way to keep students in speaking the target language are: (1) 
try to be the model for them by using the target language; (2) remind them 
to always use the language. 
The teacher is reminding participants to use the target language. Also, 
the important thing is about the monitoring activities of the students. 
7. The Difficulty in Speaking  
Brown (1994: 238) mentions eight factors that can make speaking 
difficult. They are as follows: 
a. Clustering 
Fluent speech is phrasal, not word by word. 
b. Redundancy 
The speaker has an opportunity to make meaning clearer through the 
redundancy of language. 
c. Reduced forms 
Reduced forms pose significant difficulties especially to classroom 
learners who may have initially been exposed to the full forms of the 
English language. 
d. Performance variables 
One of the advantages of spoken language is that the process of thinking 
allows speakers to mainfest a certain number of performance variables. 
e. Colloquial language 
Learners who have been exposed to standard written English sometimes 
find it surprising and difficult to deal with colloquial language. 
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f. Rate of delivery 
Another salient characteristic of fluency is rate of delivery. 
g. Stress, rhythm, and intonation 
This is the most important characteristic of English pronounciation. 
h. Interaction 
Learning to produce waves of language in a vacum would rob speaking 
skill of its richest component; the creativity of conversational negotiation. 
8. The Criteria of successful speaking activity 
According to Ur (1996: 120), there are characteristic of a sucessful 
speaking activity: 
a. Learners talk a lot 
As much as possible the period of time alloted to the activity is in fact 
occupied by learner talk. This may seem obvious, but often most time is 
taken up with teacher talk or pauses. 
b. Participation is even 
Classroom discussion is not dominated by a minority of talkative 
participants. All get a chance to speak, and contributions are fairly evenly 
distributed. 
c. Motivation is high 
Learners are eager to speak because they are interested in the topic and 
have something new to say about it, or because they want to contribute to 
achieve a task objective. 
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d. Language is of an acceptable level 
Learners express themselves in utterances that are relevant, easily 
comprehensible to each other, and of an acceptable level of language 
accuracy. 
 
D. Previous Study 
To conduct the research, the researcher have some references. The 
references are useful for making the researcher easier to conduct a research. This 
research is adapted from two journals.  
The first previous study is an International Journal by Normah Yusof and 
Mohammed Abdulgalil Abugohar (2017) who conducted study entitled  
“Teachers‟ Attitudes towards the use of Extracurricular Activities in  Enhancing 
Students' Speaking Skills”.  
The result of the research shows that there is a general positive attitude 
among the majority of EFL teachers towards ECAs, and a high degree of positive 
expectations. Also. The results have shown that workload negatively effects 
teachers‟ actual practice of extracurricular activities.  
The research that conducted by Normah Yusof and Abugohar has similarity 
with researcher‟s thesis . The first similarity is the variable of the research that 
variable are extracurricular activities and students‟ speaking skill. The second 
similarity is the data collecting technique is the same that both research using 
questionnaires and interviews.  
Beside the similarities, there are also some differences between the journal 
and researcher‟s thesis. In this journal focused on teachers‟ attitude towards 
ECAs. On the contrary, the researcher‟s thesis focused on how the teaching 
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learning process of english extracurricular in MTs N Jatinom. The other difference 
is the design of the journal used combination of the quantitative and qualitative 
research design while in the researcher‟s thesis use qualitative research design. 
The second previous study is International journal by Yunus Yilidz (2015), 
entitled “The Key to Success in English Learning Can Be Involvement in Extra 
Curricular”. This research described about the effect of extracurricular activities 
on english learning. The result of the research shows that ECAs‟ effect on 
students‟ English learning considering with the final test result. Students are 
accepted to university according to proficiency exam result which is held at the 
beginning of education year.  
There is similarity between this journal and researcher‟s thesis . The both 
research use variable extracurricular activities and language learning. The 
difference about both research is the design. The research use  Quantitative design 
method while this research use Qualitative design method. 
The third previous study was conducted by Fazia Qori‟ah (2015) who 
conducted a research entitled “ A Descriptive Study on The Teaching Method in 
Speaking Skill at the Seventh Grade Students of “Program Khusus” in MTs N 
Gondangrejo 2015/2016 Academic Year”. Her thesis explained the method that 
used by the teacher in teaching speaking of the program khusus in MTs N 
Gondangrejo consist of three activities, such as opening, main activity and 
closing. This thesis also explained about the problems and solution faced by the 
the teacher in teaching English speaking.  
There is similarity between this thesis and researcher‟s thesis. The both 
research are same in research design used descriptive qualitative research. The 
difference about both research is this thesis analyzes teaching speaking in program 
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khusus but in researcher‟s thesis analyzes teaching speaking in English 
extracurricular program.  
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 
In this chapter, the research presents in details the methodology of the research 
used in this study. It is divided into several sub chapters. They are the research design, 
setting of the research, subject of research, the source of data, the research instruments, 
the technique of collecting data, data validation, the technique of analyzing the data and 
the trustworthiness of the data. 
A. Research Design  
In this research, the researcher uses descriptive qualitative research that 
focused on teaching learning process in teaching speaking of English extracurricular 
at MTs N Jatinom. The researcher just collect the data, make description and finally 
make conclusion. Qualitative research is a type of research which does not include 
amy calculating or numbering (Moleong, 2004: 3). Bodgan and Taylor (1975) in 
Moleong (2007: 3) state that qualitative methodology refers to research procedure 
which brings about descriptive data in the form of written or spoken words and 
behavior available to be examine. Qualitative research as a research which 
investigates the quality of relationships, activities, situations, or materials in a 
particular activity or siuation.  
Hadi (1993: 14) describes that, there are many procedures in employing 
qualitative descriptive method. The researcher collects the data, then classifies them, 
and finally draws conclusion the data. In this research, the researcher uses the same 
procedures, there are collecting the data, and then classfying them, finally the 
researcher draws the conclusion. But in qualitative method, the researcher only 
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describes the object without drawing the conclusion for the groups which are 
analyzed. 
Merriam (1997: 5) explain that qualitative research is in umberella concept 
covering several forms of inquiry that help us understand and explain the meaning of 
social phenomena with as little disruption of the natural setting as possible. The data 
can be obtained from observation and participant observation, interviews and 
questionnaires, documents and texts, and the researcher‟s impression and reaction. 
By giving the design of research, this research uses descriptive qualitative 
study, this study is aimed to get clear description of teaching learning process in 
extracurricular program which consists of the teaching implementation of speaking 
subject consist of objective in teaching speaking, goal of English extracurricular, kind 
activities to teach speaking in English extracurricular, material, process of teaching 
speaking in English extracurricular and methods used by the teachers, classify the 
problems faced by the teacher and students and the ways of problem solving used by 
the teachers and students to overcome the problem faced by the students in teaching 
learning on speaking subject in English extracurricular at the seventh grade of MTs N 
Jatinom.  
 
B. Setting of Research  
1. Place  
This research is conducted at MTs N Jatinom which is located in Jl. 
Tasgading, Krajan, Jatinom, Klaten. The specific subject is the English teachers 
and students of VII A up to VII H of MTs N Jatinom. 
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2. Time  
The pre research has done on November 2017. The research is conducted in 
academic year of 2017/2018 at May 2018 until June 2018. Here is schedule for 
this research:  
The schedule of research 
No Rubric Schedule of Research  
Activities 
Month 
Des  Jan Feb Mar Apr May  June July 
1 Title 
Consultation 
                
2 Pre-research                 
Interview                 
Observation                 
3 Proposal 
Examination                 
4 Research                 
Observation 
1                 
Observation 
2                 
Observation 
3                 
Interview                 
5 Collecting 
and 
Analyzing 
the data                 
 
C. Subject of Research  
This research is qualitative research which is the researcher takes a descriptive 
as a way of research. This research is conducted at MTs N Jatinom. The subject of the 
research are the English teacher and the students of class VII A up to VII H of English 
extracurricular program at MTs N Jatinom. The English teacher is Mr. GM. 
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D. The Source of the Data  
Based on the form of study, the data in this study are descriptive data in the 
form of words. Moleong (2004: 122) says, the source of data in qualitative research 
are words and events, the additional data can be documents and other. The research 
data in this study are collected in the form of teaching learning process of teching 
speaking English extracurricular in MTs N Jatinom. The source of data are event from 
the implemented by teacher, informant and document.  
1. Event  
Sutopo (2002: 53) stated based on the observation in the event or activity, the 
researcher would know about the process how something happens, because the 
direct of observation. Event is the form of instructional process and it concerns 
with all activities in the classroom during teaching-learning process.  
The event in this research are all of the activities of teaching-learning process 
of English extracurricular. The researcher focused on Seventh Grade of Junior 
High School at MTs N Jatinom which handled by Mr. GM. 
2. Informant  
Sutopo (2002: 50) stated that informant is an individual that has the 
important role in giving information which chosen as a subject by the researcher 
that will be an informant. In this research the informant is Mr. GM as the English 
teacher, the second informant is the students of MTs N Jatinom for class of VII A 
until VII H. 
3. Document 
Sugiyono (2015: 82) stated that document is the record of the past event. 
Document can be formed such as note, image, or other people‟s monumental 
creation. He also states that the result of the observation and interview will be 
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more credible if it is supported by the real document form the subject of the study. 
In this research, the documents are teaching material, field note, student 
worksheet, picture of teaching learning process, and the other documents.  
 
E. Research Instrument 
The instrument of this research is the researcher herself because the research is 
descriptive qualitative research. Nasution (1992: 55) stated that in the descriptive 
qualitative research, the researcher is the main instrument. The researcher has the 
main role in looking for the data or information related on learning process that the 
researcher focused on. The researcher also uses some supporting instruments, like 
recorder, camera, paper and pencil which are used in collecting the data from the 
research field. 
  
F. Technique of Collecting Data 
The technique of data collection are observation, interview, and questionnaire. 
The detail information can be classified as follow:  
1. Interview  
Interview is a process of questions and answers between two or more persons 
to get some required information or one of the techniques of collecti1ng data by 
having conversation of interviewer and respondent to get certain information from 
respondent. While according to (Arikunto, 2006: 155) interview also called as the 
dialogue did by the interviewer and interviewee. In this case, the researcher takes 
the sources of interview those are from the teacher and from the students to get 
complete and credible data to know how is the teaching and learning process 
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when the teacher teach speaking in English extracurricular. The researcher 
prepares some questions for interview that will be answered by the respondent. 
The interview by Moleong is a conversation with a specific purpose, that are 
made by the two parties, namely the interviewer who asked questions and 
interviews that provide an answer to that question (Moleong, 2006: 186). It can be 
said that the interview method is the method used to obtain information about how 
the the process teaching and learning when the teacher teach speaking in 
extracurricular. The reseracher give interview to the teacher about condition of 
class, goal of English extracurricular activity, the learning style in english 
extracurricular, and about the problems of students in speaking.  
The interview were done with the students of VII A until VII H and English 
teacher at the seventh grade of MTs N Jatinom in 2017/2018 academic year. The 
researcher, as the interviewer, makes interviews with the English teacher, Mr. GM 
and some of students english extracurricular program.  
Before having the interview, the researcher prepares a list of question in 
order to avoid the interview of being too large and out of context. These questions 
also help the researcher to make a systematic interview so that the interview will 
be better. The researcher improves the question when it is needed to get more 
information. The question for the teacher were about teaching learning process in 
teaching speaking of English extracurricular. 
2. Observation  
Observation became one of the techniques which were used in collecting data 
by the researcher. Accoding to Sugiyono (2015: 145), observation here is the 
activity that happens, makes notes and jot down thoughts without narrow, specific 
regard for the research problem, the specific one between interview and 
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questionnaire. In this research, the researcher observed how the teaching learning 
process occured in their class. The researcher observed about the process of 
teaching-learning speaking in English extracurricular program, starting from the 
opening class, the main and closing. The researcher also observes the teaching 
material and teaching technique of speaking. The researcher conducted the 
observation by watching the teaching-learning process directly. The researcher 
observed three times at the seventh grade of English extracurricular program in 
MTs N Jatinom.  
3. Analysis Document  
Document is everything of written or film, differ from the record, which is 
not prepared because of the need to the researcher (Moleong, 2004: 160). 
Documentation method is intended to find data on manuscript, book, magazine, 
newspaper and agenda.  
Documentation is very useful because it can give wider background about the 
research. It can be materials in triangulation process. It is also the material in the 
historical research. In this research, the documentation consists of the daily 
classroom journal, the presence list, student worksheet and other related 
documents.  
 
G. Data Analysis Technique 
In analyzing data had been collected, the researcher uses a descriptive study of 
qualitative research. As using technique, the researcher collects data, arrange data 
then present data to know the teaching learning process of english extracurricular at 
the seventh grade of MTs N Jatinom.  
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Regarding with this research, the researcher used data analysis based on Milles 
and Huberman Model (1984:20). Moreover, the process of analyzing data was 
depicted by Miles and Huberman (1984:22) in the following picture.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ilustration of Interactive Model by Miles & Huberman (1984:22) 
Milles and Huberman (1984: 22) elaborated the four types of analysis data form 
the interactive process which was analyzing qualitative data as follows:  
1. Data Collection  
Data collection means collecting data from many sources. The researcher 
collected data from observation, interview and documentation. The researcher 
interviews with the informants and doing observation of the teaching learning 
process of English extracurricular at the seventh grade of MTs N Jatinom.  
2. Reducing the Data  
Data reduction means summarizing the data, choosing main issues, focusing 
on the important issues, and finding the patterns and dropping the unimportant 
issues. Therefore, the reduced data will give clear draws, ease the researcher to 
collect next data, and look for it when needed (Sugiyono, 2013:92).  
Data 
collection
Data 
display 
Data 
reduction 
Conclusion: 
Drawing/verifying 
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In this step, the data from observation, interview and documentation were 
analyzed by data reduction first. Afterwards, the researcher focused on the data 
which related to, result of interview, learning objectives, procedure, technique, 
teacher‟s role, student‟s role, etc.  
3. Presenting the Data  
Presenting the data means arranging the information, description and naration 
to draw a conclusion systematically and logically. By so doing, everything which 
happens in teaching learning process can be understood easily. So that the 
researcher consider what should she do toward the analysis and may take the other 
action based on her understanding (Sutopo, 2002: 92-93) 
In this step, the selected data was written in the form narration in order that 
data about teaching learning process could be described well.  
4. Drawing Conclusion 
In drawing the conclusion, the researcher makes formulation or accumulation 
of her interpretation and analysis throughout the teaching learning. In this case, 
the researcher writes not only what has the researcher seen each day during 
observation, but also interpretation of her ovservation (Sutopo, 2002:93) 
In this step, the researcher made an initial conclusion about the teaching 
learning process in teaching speaking of English extracurricular at the seventh 
grade of MTs N Jatinom. The initial conclusion was able to achieve the research 
question based on qualitative data which is taken from observation, interview and 
documentation.  
From the explanation above, the researcher apply this technique for 
describing and analyzing the data from the result of research about the learning 
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process in teaching speaking of English extracurricular at the seventh grade 
systematically, so this research would be credible.  
 
H. Trustworthiness of the Data  
To determine the trustworthiness of the data, the researcher needs some 
techniques of examining data. The examination is done based on some criteria. 
Sugiyono (2013: 364) revelas that are four criteria to check the trustworthiness of 
data; credibility, transferability, dependability, and conformability. In this research, 
the researcher is going to use triangulation.  
The researcher used triangulation as a technique to check the validity of the 
data. Triangulation is a technique that comparing the result of study with the object of 
the research. Hornby (1995: 125) stated that  triangulation is a method of determining 
distance and position by measuring athe distance between two fixed points and then 
measuring the angle from each of this to a third points. Triangulation technique is 
combining the data collected. They are the result of observation, interview, and 
documentation with the data source in English teacher. There were six types of 
triagulation based on Brown (2005:228). They are as follows: 
1. Data triangulation  
Data triangulation involves using multiple source (the source are usually 
people with different roles) of data to mediate  and understand biases interjected 
by people in different roles. For example, in language teaching situation, you 
might want to consult teachers, students, and administrators. 
2. Investigator triangulation 
Investigator triangulation implies using multiple helps to moderate and 
understand researcher‟s biases. 
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3. Theory triangulation  
Theory triangulation entails using multiple conceptual or theoretical points of 
view. For example, open-ended responses from an interview could be analyzed 
from an error analysis viewpoint, a discourse analysis perspective and 
communicative fluency perspective. 
4. Methodological triangulation  
Methodological triangulation involves using multiple data gathering 
procedures. For instance, you might choose to use interviews, surveys, and 
observations to gather data using different methods.  
5. Interdisciplinary triangulation  
Interdisciplinary triangulation requires drawing on the prespective of multiple 
disciplines. For example, in studying some aspects of English for specific 
purposes you might use prespective drawn from linguistics, psychology, 
education, and the sciences. 
6. Time triangulation 
Time triangulation involves using multiple data-gathering occasions. For 
instance, you could gather language learning data from five different high schools, 
or from two elementary schools, two junior high schools, and two high schools.  
From the six types of triangulation, the researcher used methodological 
triangulation. In this way, the researcher rechecked the information from observations 
and interviews and the data got to the relevant document. It is an order to get the 
trustworthiness of the data data being examined. The researcher compared the data 
taken from observation which had been held during teaching and learning process and 
the data from interview and documents which have the same data source. Thus, the 
reserach will credible.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the researcher discusses the research findings and the discussion of 
the research findings. The research findings answer the problem statement of this 
research. The research findings consist of the implementation of teaching speaking at the 
seventh grade for English extracurricular of MTs N Jatinom, the problems faced by 
teachers and the students MTs N Jatinom and the teachers‟ solutions to solve the 
problems on teaching speaking for English extracurricular of MTs N Jatinom. 
A. Research Findings  
MTs Negeri Jatinom is one of formal education institution under the 
Kementrian Agama located in Jl. Tasgading, Krajan, Jatinom, Klaten. The objective 
of education in MTs N Jatinom is to build the students terampil qiro‟ah, tekun 
beribadah, akhlakul karimah, unggul dalam prestasi  
 This chapter presents the research finding. The purpose is to answer the 
research problems in the first chapter. There are three objectives in this research, they 
are, 1) describing the implementation of teaching speaking of English extracurricular 
of MTs N Jatinom, 2) describing the problems faced by the teachers and students, 3) 
describing the teachers‟ solutions to solve the problems on teaching speaking for 
English extracurricular of MTs N Jatinom. 
1. The Implementation of Speaking Program at the Seventh Grade for English 
extracurricular of MTs N Jatinom   
In the implementatation of English extracurricular activities, teachers conduct 
activities as follows:  
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a. The initial/introduction activity  
In this activity, teacher says Assalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb to open the lesson. He 
always started the lesson by greeting the students and checking students‟ 
attendance in English. Teacher led the class with giving question and answer 
about the topic what they will learn that day.  
b. The main activity  
The main activity is the teaching learning in English extracurricular. Different 
with intracurricular activity (regular class), in the class of English 
extracurricular, based on the result of interview with Mr GM, he explained 
that English extracurricular activity is not bound of on the curriculum. 
c. The end/closing activity  
In the closing activity, teacher asked to the students‟ problems during the 
learning process. After that, teachers and students created a summary about the 
material providing motivation to be more active student in learning. The 
teacher closes the lesson by saying Wassalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb. 
 The first observation conducted on May, 21
th
 2018. First meeting is identical 
with introduction. The theme of this meeting was “introducing myself” the 
members one by one come forward to introduce herself. There are some students 
confidently to introduce and also some students still nervous. 
 The second observation conducted on May, 28
th
 2018. The activity is describe 
famous place. The students are free to choose their place that they want to 
describe. Some of the place such as; Borobudur temple, Kraton surakarta, 
Gondang Winangoen, etc. The students are very confident with their opinion 
about their explanation about famous place.  
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 The third observation conducted on June, 4
th
 2018. In this meeting is 
descriptive text. The teacher asked the students to make a descriptive text, and the 
theme is about school, people and animals. The students looks excited and more 
confident then in previous meeting  
 The fourth observation conducted on June, 11
th
 2018. In the last meeting Mr 
GM try to the students learn about speech. In the previous meeting, the teacher 
asked to students to prepare speech text and the theme are free. There are some 
students try to speech performance although some students still read the text. But 
based on the interview with Mr GM, the main point in the English extracurricular 
is the students want to try in to speak up.  
1) First observation  
 The first observation has been concluded. There were 30 students in 
the aula. The material of the teaching learning process is introducing one self 
and others  
a. Opening  
In the research, the class was started from the bell sound was ringing, and 
then the students waiting the teacher coming. The teacher opened the class 
by greeting with said “Assalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb” followed by asking 
students condition and taking their attendance in English.  
b. Main activity  
Different with teaching learning in regular class which the teacher apllied 
five developments of students‟ activities based on 2013 curriculum such as 
observing, questioning, experimenting, associating and communicating. 
The teaching leraning process in English extracurricular not based on the 
curriculum. So, the activity is based on the teacher‟s way in teaching  
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In this step the teacher tried to warm up the students‟ concertration.  
Teacher :“Hayo yang diduduk disebelah pojok kenapa kok terlihat 
melamun? Maju ke depan memperkenalkan diri ya ?” 
Students :“Maklum pak masih baru jadi masih malu-malu”  
Teacher :“Okay, students take your seat. Untuk pertemuan hari ini we 
are going to learn about introduction. Ada yang tau apa itu 
introduction ?” (Teacher apperception) 
Students : Perkenalan pak  
Teacher : Ya benar, lalu apa saja yang harus di kenalkan ketika 
bertemu dengan orang baru. Misalnya kamu nih yang duduk 
di sebelah pojok selatan dengan kamu yang duduk di sebelah 
pojok utara. Apa saja yang harus kalian beritahu ketika kalian 
berkenalan. Dan tujuan perkenalan itu untuk apa to ? ada 
yang tahu?  
Students : Banyak pak, nama, tempat tinggal, tanggal lahir, usia, hobi. 
Kalau tujuan perkenalan itu ya agar kita dapat memperoleh 
informasi tentang pribadi dari orang yang kita ajak kenalan 
pak. Contohnya ya seperti, hai namamu siapa ? udah punya 
pacar belum ? 
Teacher : Okay, Great! Sekarang sebagai contoh coba kamu 
memperkenalkan diri ! 
Students : Hai teman-teman, perkenalkan nama saya dimas. Umur saya 
12 tahun, saya tinggal di cawas, Klaten. 
Teacher : In English Please !  
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Students : Hello friends, my name is dimas. I‟m 12 years old. I live in 
cawas, Klaten.  
Teacher : Good, itu salah satu contoh memperkenalkan diri secara 
singkat ya. Now, please make a short text about introduce 
your self and after you finished please practice to introduce 
your self in front of class !  
Students : Ok sir 
The teacher gave an example of introduction one self and other in textbook. 
The students open their book and try to make introduction text. The 
students also open their dictionary to translate the vocabulary from 
indonesian language to English language. After that the students practice in 
front of the class. The example when the students introducing their self s 
below :  
“Good morning all, allow me to introduce myself. My name is.... I was born 
in ...on.... I now live in....... Now allow me to introduce myself further. I like 
things that smell of adventurous, and small things like reading, watching, 
and spent my free time by doing nothing. Okay now about me and my 
family,  I am the first child in my family. I have a little sister, and she is 
high school student. My father is a .....which is  named..... While my mother 
is a housewife.I love my family more than anything. Well that‟s my 
introduction this time. Pleased to meet you.” 
After the students introduce their self. The teacher asked the students to 
make dialogue about introduction with their friends. “Oke setelah ini kalian 
coba membuat dialog tentang perkenalan dengan teman kalian, masing-
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masing dua orang saja. Kalimatnya sederhana saja yang penting setelah 
ini kalian praktek maju kedepan”  
Based on the observation, the English extracurricular students in the process 
of working the assignment, there were the students that discussed each 
other; there were also the students that searched the meaning of the word by 
open dictionary. After that the students come forward and practice the 
dialogue by read the script :  
S1: Excuse me. I don‟t think we have met, I‟m Nadia. 
S2 : Hello. I‟m Puput. I am your new neighbor.  
S1 : Oh really?. You move to the house next to me, aren't you? S2 : Yes it is. 
Please come to my house this afternoon. I baked     some cookies.  
S1 : Sure! Thanks. Nice to know you Puput.  
S2 : Nice to know you too Nadia.  
c. Closing  
In the closing, the teacher confirms their understanding about that material 
that has learned. The teacher closed the lesson by giving 
thank/thankfulness for the student‟s attention and said Wassalamu‟alaikum 
Wr.Wb. 
2) Second observation  
a. Opening  
The teacher entered the aula followed by the researcher. The same activity 
was done by the teacher, he opened the class by greet them. The teacher 
opened the class by greeting and said Assalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb. After 
greeted the students, the teacher checked the students‟ attendance in 
English.  
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Finishing checking, the teacher gives the explain about the material that 
will be learn today.  
Oke anak-anak kemarin kita sudah mempelajari tentang perkenalan ya, 
saya rasa perkenalan kita sudah cukup karena kalian sudah bisa 
memperkenalkan diri sendiri maupun praktik berdialog dengan yang lain. 
So, hari ini kita akan mempeljari tentang describe famous place ya.  
b. Main activity  
In this step, the students asked to students to imagine some famous place,  
Teacher : Oke, anak-anak coba sekarang kalian bayangkan beberapa 
tempat wisata yang menurut kalian terkenal ataupun yang 
pernah kalian kunjungi.  
S1  : Candi Borobudur pak  
S2  : Kraton Surakarta pak  
S3  : Gondang Winangoen pak  
S4  : Pantai pak  
Teacher : Oke, jadi tempatnya bebas terserah kalian ya. Yang penting 
memuat informasi penting tentang ttempat itu. seperti 
contohnya jarak dari rumah kalian ke tempat itu, harga tiket 
masuknya, sejarah tempat itu (jika ada), dan hal menarik yang 
membuat para wisatawan datang kesitu. Seperti misalnya di 
candi borobudur, apa hal menarik yang membuat wisatawan 
datang kesana. Oh selain dari sejarahnya yang mana candi 
borobudur itu pernah menjadi salah satu warisan situs budaya 
UNESCO ternyata disebelah candi ada pasarnya. Nah pasar itu 
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juga ramai dan dikunjungi para wisatawan misalnya. Lha hal 
seperti itu harus dituliskan ya.  
Students : Pak mau tanya, berati itu nanti kita menjabarkan dibuat 
seperti teks gitu pak ?  
Teacher : Tidak, jadi kalian cukup menuliskan informasi yang penting 
saja. Tidak perlu dibuat paragraf. Jadi kalian tulis informasi 
penting dari tempat wisata itu, setelah selesai kalian maju satu 
per satu dan akan saya ajak conversation tentang tempat wisata 
kalian itu.  
Students : Baik pak, boleh buka kamus ya pak ?  
Teacher : Boleh, atau sambil diskusi dengan teman kalian juga boleh. 
Jadi jika ada kesulitan nanti kalian bisa saling bertanya dengan 
teman kalian. Tapi diskusinya tiga orang saja ya, tidak boleh 
lebih dari itu.  
Students : Ya pak  
The students make a group with their friends, the students exchanging ideas 
with their friends. And sometimes asked to the teacher about translate the 
meaning in English. After finished, the students come forward and the 
teacher give some questions to the students about the information of the 
famous place. And the students give feedback of the teacher‟s questions.  
c. Closing  
In the closing, the researcher evaluated students‟s performance. In the end 
of meeting, the teacher asked to the students as below:  
Teacher : Gimana materi kita hari ini ?  
Sudents : Lumayan pak  
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Teacher : Lumayan bagaimana ?  
Students :  Awalnya agak susah pak, soalnya takut nggak bisa jawab 
pas ditanya. Tapi ternyata malah seru pak, soalnya kan kita 
jadi tau berbagai informasi tentang tempat-tempat wisata.  
After received feedback and comments from the students, teacher ended the 
meeting by saying hamdallah and greeting the students and said 
Wassalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb 
3) Third observation  
a. Opening  
In the opening of this lesson, like usual, teacher entered the class and 
started the lesson. The teacher opened the class by greeting and said 
Assalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb. after greeted the students, the teacher checked 
the students‟ attendence in English.  
Before going to the material, teacher said to the students about what they 
are going to learn or to do on that day. The teacher reminds the material to 
the students, because the material for this day has relation with the last 
material. The teacher gave appreception and intoduces students to the 
material to be learnt. Thus, such as quotation below:  
 Last meeting, we had learnt about information of famous place. Did you 
still remember about the information that you has explained ? (Teacher‟s 
Apperception)  
Masih pak. ( Students) 
Okay, students take your seat. Untuk pertemuan hari ini masih berkaitan 
dengan pertemuan sebelumnya ya. Kalau dipertemuan sebelumnya kita 
membahas tentang information about famous place. Sekarang kita juga 
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masih membahas tentang informasi juga tapi ini lebih general ya dan 
dideskripsikan. Today, we are going to learn about descriptive something. 
Are you ready ? (Teacher‟s motivation)  
Yes, Sir (Students „ response) 
b. Main activity  
In this session, the teacher asked students to open their LKS. There were 
example of descriptive text in their LKS. After that, the teacher asked to the 
students to make a descriptive text and the students must to come forward 
to read their text if they has finished. Thus, such as quotation below:  
Teacher : Today, we will learn about descriptive text. Do you know about 
descriptive ?  
Student : Yes Pak  
Teacher : Is there anyone ever describing people or place ?  
Student : Ya pak, pernah pak  
   Teacher : Okay. Please open your LKS at page 28. Please look the 
picture and read the text. Who is he  
Student : Jokowi pak.  
Teacher : He is Joko Widodo, our president. What about his body ?  
Student : His body is thin.  
Teacher : Anything else ? 
Student : He have black hair.  
 Teacher : Ingat, mempunyai kalau dalam bahasa inggris apa  ?  
Student : Have Mr.  
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Teacher : Right, deta. Tapi kalau untuk laki-laki apa ? Kalau untuk 
laki-laki, bahasa inggrisnya mempunyai adalah “has”. Dan 
untuk perempuan juga “has”. Mengerti? 
Student : Yes mr.  
 After that, the teacher explains the material about how to describe 
people. It was speaking class, the material that delivered by the teacher 
was simple and there are the students play the role of teaching and learning 
process. After explaining the material, then the teacher confirms the 
students whether understand to the material or not as below:  
Teacher : Do you understand students ? Any question  
Students : No  
 The class interaction was very active with every students spoke in their 
turn. Teacher also asked to the students to make sentences in order to make 
students clearly understand. The students read the sentences together.  
 After that, the teacher gave the task or assignment to make paragraph 
involves seventh or eight paragraph of describing their classmate. After 
that, the students have to perform it in front of the class. The evidence as 
below :  
Teacher : Now, you should make a text and describe your friend. After 
that, present it in the front of the class. It should be consist of 
seven sentences.  
Student : Boleh pakai text mr ?  
 Teacher : Iya boleh, nanti kalau sudah selesai segera maju kedepan ya.  
While the students made their assignment, the teacher checking and asked 
the students if they were difficult in this assignment and gave help as the 
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students needed. The students answered the teacher‟s question whether 
they understand or not and ask to the teacher if they do not understand. 
The questions from the students are about translated from Bahasa 
Indonesia to English.  
After all of the students finished in do their assignment, the students 
presented the result of their task in front of the class with their classmate. 
In this situation, the students looks more enthusiastic than in previous 
meeting. After presented, students received feedback from teacher. The 
teacher gave feedback on grammar or pronunciation problems that he 
heard during the students‟ presentation. The teacher also asked to several 
students to check students‟ attention to their friends‟ presentation. The 
other students should mention one of their friend‟s said. Each student must 
be different with other. The technique has goal to make other students 
listened to their friend‟s presentation.  
c. Closing  
In this closing activity, teacher closed the meeting to prepare the next 
subject for the students. The quation as below:  
Teacher : Oke anak-anak, saya kira sudah cukup ya untuk pertemuan 
hari ini. Ada yang ingin ditanyakan ?  
Students : Tidak Mr  
Teacher : Okay, kalau begitu untuk pertemuan selanjutnya dipersiapkan 
teks pidato dalam bahasa inggris ya.  
Student : Teksnya itu buat sendiri apa boleh mengambil dari internet 
pak ?  
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Teacher : Boleh ngambil di internet ya, karena ini masih baru latihan 
saja.  
Student : Baik mr.  
The teacher closed the lesson by giving thank/thankfulness for the 
student‟s attention and said Wassalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb.  
4) Fourth observation 
This is the last of observation. The teacher tried to teach students about 
English speech. The material is more simple because the students who joining 
English extracurricular is seventh grade students. So, the teacher customizes 
between the material with the difficulty level.  
a. Opening  
In the opening of this lesson, teacher entered the class and started the 
lesson. The teacher opened the class by greeting and said 
Assalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb. After greeted the students, the teacher tried to 
warm up the students‟ concertation and checked the students‟ attendance 
in English.  
Before going to the material, teacher said to the students about what they 
are going to learn or to do on that day. Then, the teacher gives 
appreception and introduces students to the material to be learnt. 
b. Main activity  
In main activity, the teacher reminds to the students about their command in 
the previous meeting  
Teacher : Okay students, dipertemuan sebelumnya saya sudah 
meminta kalian untuk menyiapkan English speech ya. Sudah 
dibawa ?  
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Students   : Yes sir.  
Teacher : Jadi, kita hari ini mau latihan speech ya. Karena dikelas 
delapan nanti biasanya disekolah kita akan mendapat 
undungan untuk English speech competition. Maka dari 
sekolah kita akan mengirim satu atau dua siswa untuk 
mengikutinya. Dipertemuan kali ini, kita akan berlatih dulu ya 
untuk performance kalian. Jadi kalian nanti maju satu per 
satu membacakan English speech kalian itu.  
Student : Kalau cara bacanya masih ada salah bagaimana pak ?  
Teacher : Tidak apa-apa, untuk cara baca nanti kita evaluasi di akhir 
pembelajaran saja. Yang terpeting saat kalian maju adalah 
rasa percaya diri kalian ya. Saya juga berharap nanti ada 
siswa yang ikut ekstrakurikuler bahasa inggris ini bisa 
mewakili untuk kompetisinya.  
Student : Ya pak, lalu untuk majunya ini bagaimana pak ? boleh baca 
teks atau tidak ? 
Teacher : Boleh, silahkan  
 After that, the teacher asked to the student to show English speech 
performance. The students come forward one by one and presented their 
work individually. After all of the students presented their work in front of 
the class. The teacher corrected the students‟ error in grammar and 
pronounciation directly. The teacher also gave feedback on grammar or 
pronounciation problems that she heard during the students‟ practice.  
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c. Closing  
 In the closing activity, teacher closed the meeting to prepare the next 
subject for the students. The teacher closed the lesson by giving 
thank/thankfulness for the student‟s attention and said Wassalamu‟alaikum 
Wr.Wb. 
a) The objective of speaking program at the seventh grade for 
English extracurricular of MTs Negeri Jatinom  
 The main purpose of English extracurricular program is to 
improve the student‟s ability in speaking performance, especially to 
develop student‟s self confidence in speaking performance.  
 Based on the interview with English extracurricular‟s teacher 
and the observation directly of English extracurricular activities of 
MTs N Jatinom, the English extracurricular is also support activity to 
achieve curricular programming and to achieve boarder educational 
goals. In addition, the students are expected to be able practice in their 
life.  
“Tujuan adanya ekstrakurikuler bahasa inggris di MTs N Jatinom itu 
adalah untuk memaksimalkan kegiatan-kegiatan speaking di kelas 
reguler yang belum maksimal. Untuk memperbaiki soft skill siswa 
khusunya dalam rasa percaya diri. Jadi tujuan kegiatan ini bertujuan 
untuk meningkatkan rasa percaya diri mereka, agar siswa kelas tujuh 
itu berani dan tidak takut ketika menampilkan kemampuan berbicara 
mereka. Mereka juga dilatih untuk meningkatkan penguasaan kosa 
kata, memperbaiki tata bahasa, dan menfasihkan pelafalan mereka 
dalam vocab, sehingga mereka akan memiliki penguasaan yang baik 
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dalam speaking dan diharapkan mampu menerapkannya dikehidupan 
mereka sehari-hari sekarang dan di masa depan” (Interview with Mr. 
GM   2018) 
b) The material are used at the seventh grade for English 
extracurricular of MTs Negeri Jatinom 
In English extracurricular program, the material is different with the 
material in regular class. There are some sources used by teacher in 
teaching learning of English extracurricular. such as material from 
internet, textbook, students worksheet and sometimes the students can 
determine the material by themself.  
“Materi di ekstrakurikuler bahasa inggris ini berbeda dengan materi 
di kelas reguler. Jika di kelas reguler materinya harus jelas sesuai 
dengan silabus dan ditentukan oleh kurikulum, di ekstra ini beda. Kita 
menggunakan buku paket Interactive English by Yudhistira dan juga 
lks. Kadang-kadang juga dari internet tapi itu hanya sebagai 
gambaran siswa saja. Jadi, saya sendiri lebih sering mengemas materi 
saya sendiri. Nanti saya menentukan tema yang lalu mereka membuat 
tugas sesuai dengan tema yang sudah saya tentukan.”.  
Based on the observation there are some topic will be learn in English 
extracurricular such as introduction one self and others, describe things 
around me, describe famous place, describe people, English speech, 
etc. 
c) The methods are used by teacher on teaching speaking  
The teacher used some techniques in teaching speaking of Engllish 
extracurricular. Teacher applied the activities of brainstorminng, 
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discussion and story telling. The information got from the English 
teacher as quoted by researcher bellow:  
“...Untuk speaking di ekstra sendiri sejauh ini saya lebih banyak 
menggunakan metode discussion dan story telling mbak. Jadi, pada 
saat pembelajaran saya menentukan tema lalu anak-anak membuat 
grup dengan teman mereka sebanyak 3-4 orang untuk mendiskusikan 
tema tersebut dan mengerjakan tugas yang telah saya buat untuk 
mereka. Setelah selesai mereka nanti perform secara berkelompok. 
Kadang-kadang mereka juga saya minta untuk discuss something 
around us lalu mereka nanti perform lagi secara individu. Bagi saya 
dalam kegitan ekstra bahasa inggris sendiri adalah anak mampu dan 
berani untuk maju perform baik itu secara individu maupun 
berkelompok”. 
2. The problems faced by the teacher and students and the problem solution 
Every activity cannot be separated from the problem. Similary, in English 
extracurricular there are also some problems faced by the teacher and students, 
such as: 
Based on the observation, the problems faced by the teacher in teaching speaking 
for English extracurricular can be explained as bellow:  
a. First observation  
1) Opening  
In the step of opening, there are three kinds of activities: namely: the 
teacher greet the students, started learning activities by praying together 
and checks the student‟s attendances, teacher gives motivation to the 
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students, teacher delivering the purpose the lesson followed by introducing 
the material to be learnt.  
2) Main activity  
The first meeting in English extracurricular is learn about 
“Introduction one self and others”. In the begining of the lesson, the 
teacher stimulated students‟ knowledge by giving saveral question. Many 
students could answer the question of the research according to their 
imagination. The teacher ask to the students to looks the example of 
introduction in their textbook. After that, the teacher ask to the students to 
introduction their friends in front of class. The problems revealed were 
students‟ feel nervous and hesitation to show their speaking performance 
in front of class.  
In the focus groups, the students learn the text and the students get the 
feedback from the teacher or friends. In this step, the students should make 
a simple dialogue about introduction with their friends. The script was 
made by themselves with short and simple conversation using their own 
sentences. The problem was the students has lack vocabulary. Some 
students asked to the teacher about the vocabulary. The teacher helps the 
student problems. After that the students must be performs the diaologue 
of introduction with their friends.   
3) Closing  
In the closing, the teacher confirms their understanding about the 
material that has learned. The teacher closed the lesson by giving 
thank/thankfulness for student‟s attention and said Wassalamu‟alaikum 
Wr.Wb. 
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Based on the opening, main activity and closing, it can be concluded 
that the problems faced by the teacher in teaching speaking (first 
observation) are the students feel nervous to show their speaking 
perfomance and students lack of vocabulary or theme to be spoken.  
The inhibition faced by the major students is self-confidence. The students 
feel nervous when speaking performance in front of class. Based on the 
interview, the students said that “kadang saya masih kurang percaya diri 
saat berbicara didepan kelas mbak, jadi terkadang tidak sesuai dengan apa 
yang saya rencanakan sebelumnya”. (Interview with the student on 
Monday, 12 March 2018).   
Based on the interview with Mr. GM “Jadi kendala anak-anak dalam 
speaking ini adalah low confidence mbak, mungkin karena ini masih 
pertemuan pertama ya jadi mungkin mereka masih malu-malu. Saya 
mengatasi ini dengan memberi motivasi pada mereka mbak. Saya bilang 
sama mereka untuk tidak perlu takut maju kedepan karena kalaupun salah 
juga tidak akan dimarahi” 
Based on the interview with other student, there is a student said that 
“kadang saya agak ga percaya diri gitu mba, kalo ngomong bahasa 
inggris, nnati dikira sok pinter. Terus takut salah juga, soalnya saya emang 
gabisa Bahasa inggris. Kalo salah ngomong didepan temen-temen ya kan 
malu to mbak, mending diem aja kalo pas ekstra bahasa inggris gitu mba.” 
(Interview with students on Monday, 28 May 2018).  
The problem solving in the first observation are giving motivation and 
use the group work. Based on the interview with Mr.GM “Untuk 
mengatasi kendala seperti rasa kurang percaya diri siswa biasanya saya 
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biasanya memberi motivasi mbak. Saya beri tahu mereka bahwa dalam 
proses belajar itu membuat kesalahan adalah hal yang wajar. Saya juga 
membentuk mereka dalam sebuah kelompok jadi mereka bisa bekerja 
sama. Kalau dibentuk grup saya pikir rasa takut mereka akan berkurang 
karena ada teman-teman sekelompok mereka”. 
Students of English extracurricular program are worried to making 
mistake when speaking in front of the class. It is natural for someone who 
has to speak up in public. But the teacher always support them to enjoy the 
class, do not worried about making mistake and the teacher always help 
their students if they have no idea to say. 
b. Second observation  
1) Opening  
Based on the observation, the teacher entered the class followed by the 
researcher. The same activity was done by the teacher, he opened the class 
by greeting and said Assalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb. After greeted the students, 
the teacher checked the students‟ attendance in English. Finishing 
checking, the teacher gave question about the material last meeting. The 
teacher gave introduces students to material to be learnt.  
2) Main activity  
In the second observation, the material will be learnt is about 
“describing around me”. The teacher asked the students to imagine some 
famous place. The teacher asked the students to open in their teextbook to 
looks the example of descriptive text. The teacher also asked the students 
to browse with internet about related material. The teacher asked the 
students to make a group consist of 3-4 students to discuss the material 
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with their friends. After finished, students come forward and teacher give 
feedback with asked the students related their explanation.  
In this step, the students are hesitation to show their speaking 
performance in front of class. The teacher must be asked the students first 
to come forward. The students also use mix language between English and 
Indonesian and sometimes the students also confused about what they 
want to say.  
3) Closing  
In the closing, the teacher evaluated students‟ performance. In the end 
of the meeting, the teacher asked to the students opinion. The teacher 
closed the lesson by giving thank/thankfulness for student‟s attention and 
said Wassalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb.  
Based on the opening, main activity and the closing, it can be 
concluded that the problems faced by the teacher in teaching speaking 
(second observation) are lack of theme to be spoken, low participation and 
use of mother tongue. 
Based on the observation, the researcher found that the students have 
lack of theme to be spoken. The researcher found that sometimes the 
students perform in front of the class, the students look confused when 
they found an odd word. It decreases their confidence. Based on the 
interview, the students said that “Saat perform didepan kelas itu terkadang 
lupa vocabnya mbak, apalagi vocab yang masih asing bagi saya mbak. 
Pas maju kedepan saya kadang juga bingung mau ngomong apa mbak”. 
(Interview with the student on Monday, 26 February 2018). So, the lack of 
theme is also one of the students problem in speaking. The problem 
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solution is the teacher giving some instruction or training in discussion 
skills. The teacher asked the students to make a group with their friend so 
the students can exchanging their idea each others.  
The other problem is low participation. Based on the observation that 
conducted by the researcher on English extracurricular, the student did not 
want to try speak english. “Saya gabisa pak, yang lain saja” . teacher 
answer “No, you cannot. Just trying, girl” . then she answered “tapi kalau 
gabisa bahasa inggrisnya dibantu ya Pak?” teacher answered “yups, 
pasti”. (Observation on Monday, 28 May 2018). The problem solution to 
solve this problem is giving motivation to students. Based on interview 
with Mr.GM “Untuk mengatasi anak-anak yang susah buat maju kedepan 
biasanya saya kasih rewards mbak. Seperti contohnya yang maju duluan 
akan saya bolehkan pulang terlebih dahulu dari pada teman-temannya 
yang lain yang belum maju”. 
The last problem in second observation is use mother tongue. Based on 
observation, when teacher ask their students to speak English, the students 
said “Bingung mau bicara apa pak, campur pake bahasa indonesia ndak 
papa ya?” . teacher answered “Yes, you can mixing your language”. 
(Observation on Monday, June 2018).  
      When the students speak up in front of the class, they always mix their 
language. Based on interview, the students said that “Sering nya sih 
campur campur mba, kadang ada Bahasa indoensia nya. Tapi pak guru aku 
ya gaapapa ki yang penting 70% nya ngomong Bahasa inggris. Soalnya 
kan kita di ekstra ini juga masih latihan mba jadi gabisa full Bahasa 
inggris.” (interview with students on Monday, 12 March 2018).  
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In this problem, the researcher found that many of the students still 
mix english with indonesian language and students also make mistake in 
pronunciation. The students realized when they spoke English still use 
some mother tongue and also sometimes there were some words that still 
strange in their ears.  
The problem solution to solve this problem is keep the students speak 
the target language. Based on interview with English extracurricular teacher 
“Saya biasanya selalu ingatkan mereka untuk selalu menggunakan bahasa 
inggris ketika speaking di ekstra ini mbak. Kalaupun masih mix dengan 
bahasa indonesia sedikit ya biasanya masih saya maklumi karena bahasa 
sehari-hari mereka kan bahasa indonesia. Jadi, saya rasa masih wajar kalau 
masih campur”. 
c. Third observation  
1) Opening   
In the entered of the lesson, like usual, teacher entered class and started 
lesson. The teacher opened the class by greeting and said 
Assalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb. The teacher also checking the students‟ 
attendance. In this step, some students absent in English extracuuricular.  
2) Main activity  
In this step, the teacher make relation between last material with the 
material that will be learnt. The teacher asked ste students to open their 
LKS and describe about the picture. The teacher explain they will learnt 
about descriptive text. In the last meeting the students learn to describe 
famous place, and now the students learn to describe person. The teacher 
asked the students about some information of the picture. The students 
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have problem in grammar and the techer helps them to repair their 
grammar.  
The teacher also also gave assignment the students to make paragraph 
involves seventh or eight paragraph of describing their classmate. After 
that, the students have to perform it in front of class. In this situation, 
almost of students looks more enthusiastic than previous meeting. In the 
other hand, there are some of students difficult to speak English in front of 
class. Based on the interview with students they feel nervous so it make 
them low to create idea especially when they are performs. Another 
problem comes from the teacher, to correcting the students mistake in 
grammar and pronounciation.  
3) Closing  
The activities on the closing, teacher asked to students‟ problems. In 
the closing of meeting, teachers and students create a summary about the 
material, providing motivation to be more active student in learning. The 
teacher also said to the students to prepare English speech in the next 
meeting. The teacher closed the lesson by giving thank/thankfulness for 
the student‟s attention and said Wassalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb.  
Based on the opening, main activity and the closing. It can be 
concluded that the problems faced in teaching learning of English 
extracurricular in thir observation are low participation and correcting the 
students mistakes well.  
The presence of students is an obstacle. The students low participation 
in attendance. In the beginning of the meeting, many students have a high 
interest to follow the English extracurricular, but after several meetings 
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many students could not attend it. It is because of their other 
extracurricular or other activities and problems in time.  
While based on the interviews, the teacher said that “Sebenarnya 
peminat English extracurricular itu banyak mbak, pas awal pertemuan 
banyak sekali yang mengikuti English extracurricular, tapi setelah 
berlangsung beberapa kali pertemuan siswanya semakin berkurang dan 
terkadang yang datang itu tidak komplit, ketika yang satu masuk ada lagi 
yang lain yang tidak masuk. Soalnya kan kita ada kendala waktu dan 
cuaca juga mbak, kadang-kadang hujan jadi anak-anak setelah selesai 
jam pelajaran langsung pulang lalu tidak masuk ekstra. Kadang-kadang 
juga siswa tidak ada yang jemput pulang sekolah, soalnya kan mereka 
masih kelas tujuh ya mbak jadi masih banyak yang dijemput sama orang 
tuanya. Jadi resikonya kalau mereka tidak masuk eksta ya materi tidak 
didapat secara maksimal oleh seluruh anggota, hanya beberapa yang 
konsisten.” (The interview to Mr GM  on Monday, 21 February 2018). 
The problem solution to solve this problem is creating work plan. This 
work plan to are expected make English extracurricular run well. The 
work plan was made at the half of the semester. Based on the interview to 
the teacher “kita membuat program kerja mbak, jadi kita mengacu pada 
program kerja yang sudah dibuat diawal semester. Selain itu pada 
semester ini kita ada rencana buat outing class di tengah semester nanti 
mbak.. jadi siswa ada praktik speaking langsung dengan native 
speakernya.. kalaupun tidak ada ya minimal siswa bisa praktik speaking 
dengan tourist jadi ini akan melatih mental dan keberanian siswa untuk 
menujukan speakingnya pada orang asing. Selain itu kegiatan ini juga 
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sebagai upaya agar siswa tetap semangat untuk terus mengikuti ekstra 
ini” (the interview on Monday, 19 March 2018) 
The students also low participation in speaking performance. Based on 
the observation on Monday, 21 May 2018 the researcher found many 
students low of participatory in English exracurricular. Especially, when 
teacher did not ask the students to speak up fisrt, there is no students want 
to speak up. Although, the teacher asked the students to speak up, they just 
speak only one or two sentences. In the observation on Monday, 28 May 
2018 the researcher also found the same problem in the other time. When 
the students are speaking English, They were in hurry when they delivered 
the material. The time that was given in every single students is 3-4 
minutes. But they had finished their speech before the time. Students also 
kept silent for a while.  
The problem solution to solve this problem is give some instruction. 
Based on the interview, the teacher said that “Kalau anak-anak saya pada 
pasif biasanya saya tunjuk satu nama dulu untuk ngomong. Trus gentian 
murid yang pertama saya tunjuk itu harus tunjuk temen nya yang lain. 
Jadi, ada semacam siswa pionnir mbak. Yang pertama kali maju aja 
berani, nanti siswa-siswa yang maju kedepan selanjutnya pasti juga 
berani terus juga ada persiapan mbak soalnya kan mereka ditunjuk 
temannya. Dengan cara kaya gitu lumayan bikin siswa saya berani maju 
mbak hehe nanti juga mereka akan siap-siap sendiri saat teman nya 
practik speaking mba”.(Interview with Mr. GM on Monday , June 2018).  
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d. Fourth observation  
1) Opening  
In the opening of this lesson, teacher entered the class and started the 
lesson. The teacher opened class by greeting and said Assalamu‟alaikum 
Wr.Wb. After greeted the students, the teacher tried to warm up the 
students‟ concertation and checked the students‟ attendance in English.  
2) Main activity  
In this step, the students brings the material about English speech. In 
the pevious meeting, the teacher has been students to prepare English 
speech. The material of English speech was made by the students from 
some source such as internet, teetbook, etc. The teacher asked the students 
to come forward and show English speech. The students looks antusiastic 
in this lesson. In the other hand, some of students looks nervous. The 
students also create mistake in the pronounciation and grammar and their 
voice also too slowly.  
3) Closing  
In the closing activity, the teacher closed the lesson by giving 
thank/thankfulness for student‟s attention and said Wassalamu‟alaikum 
Wr.Wb.  
Based on the opening, main activity and the closing. It can be 
concluded that the problems faced in teaching learning of English 
extracurricular in thir observation are inhibitation in self-confidence and 
create mistakes in grammar and pronounciation.  
Based on observation some students are hesitations to show English 
speech in front of class. The teacher gave motivation to the students. The 
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teacher said, “Tidak perlu takut salah maju kedepan. English speech ini 
bisa untuk latihan kalian nanti. Diakhir semseter biasanya akan ada event-
event seperti kejuaraan English speech tingkat nasional. Kalau kalian 
mulai berani untuk tampil maju kedepan dari sekarang ini akan membantu 
melatih mental kalian kedepan”. (Interview with Mr.GM on ) 
Based on the interview Mr.GM also said, “biasanya saya kasih arahan 
kamu harus PD dengan kemampuanya masing-masing, kemampuan anak 
kan berbeda-beda, tidak semua bagus dalam speaking, yang kurang bagus 
ya harus percaya diri karena itu bukan bahasa kita, jadi wajar kalau kita 
belum ahli dalam hal tersebut. Pokoknya kita mau belajar semaksimal 
mungkin dan tidak boleh malu.”. (the interview with Mr GM  on Monday, 
19 February 2018) 
The other problem is students make misatake in grammar and 
pronounciation. Based on the observation , there are some students who 
make mistakes in speaking, for the example, the pronunciation mistake. 
First students pronounced the word “many” as /mani/ while Mr.GM as 
teacher corrected it by pronounced /meni/. The second student also 
pronounced “start” as /strat/ then Mr. GM corrected it /start/.  (Observation 
on Monday, 21 May 2018).  
The other students says something wrong in some words then all of her 
friends is laughing together. She pronouce “honorable” as /honorabel/ the 
teacher corrected it /anarabel/. Then pronouce “enviroment” as 
/enviromen/ teacher corrected it /invayremen/ the last she said “omongan 
aku salah yaa Pak? Yuadah ah aku udah aja. Aku gabisa ngomong bahasa 
inggris bener”. The problem solution to solve this problem is the teacher 
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gave motivation to the student. The teacher with said “jangan, jangan 
begitu. Gaboleh putus asa ya? Orang belajar, salah itu tidak apapa. Yang 
penting terus mencoba. Kalau salah kan ada yang membenarkan. Dengan 
begitu kita bisa tau salahnya dimana. Kedepan jadi lebih ada peningkatan 
dalam bicara Bahasa Inggris. Semua nya juga harus seperti itu yaa” 
(Observation Monday,  2018). It is a natural thing because they are still 
learning. But, the task is guide and to evaluate the errors. Not only justify 
but the teacher also use their own way to correct the students‟ mistake 
well. So, the students do not feel embarrassed and traumatized when 
making mistakes.  
Based on interview, the teacher said “Harus hati-hati juga sih mba 
kalo kasih feedback atau correction gitu. Soalnya terkadang semisal kita 
potong saat mereka speak up gituya, misal mau benerin pengucapannya, 
ada siswa yang langsung minder bahkan kalo di ketawaain sama temen-
temennya , langsung gamau speak up lagi mba”. (Interview with Mr.GM 
on Monday 28 May 2018).  
 
B. Discussion  
1. The Implementation of Speaking Program at the Seventh Grade for English 
extracurricular of MTs N Jatinom 
Based on the research findings, the researcher discusses the finding of 
research. The discussion contains the speaking activities in English extracurricular at 
MTs N Jatinom. It consists of the implementation of teaching learning process in 
English extracurricular, teacher and students‟ problems in speaking activities, and 
how to solve the problem in of speaking activities in English extracurricular. In the 
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discussion section, the researcher tried to make the description of the research finding 
with the relevant references. After the describing the data, the researcher needed to 
analyze the data. It was line with the answer to the problem statement.  
Based on the observation in the English extracurricular, it showed speaking 
activities in English extracurricular consist of opening, main activity and closing. 
There were some compenents in teaching learning process such as purpose, teacher 
and students role, technique, media, material, environment and evaluation.  
The teacher who teach English extracurricular is Mr. GM and the studens who 
joining English extracurricular is the seventh grade students. The main purpose of 
English extracurricular is to improve the students‟ self confidence especially in 
speaking. Based on the interview with English extracurricular teacher, the English 
extracurricular also has purpose to more improving teaching learning of speaking that 
not maximum in regular class. Based on the interview, the establishment of English 
language extracurricular is also because some students are still low self-confidence, 
shy and hesitation to show their speaking ability in public although previously it has 
been practiced in class. Then with the English extracurricular are expected students 
will be able to increase their soft skill and hard skills. Students are expected to have a 
deeper interest in learning a foreign language, daring to express opinions, more 
motivation to learn a foreign language. In hard skill, students who joining English 
extracurricular is expected to have better speaking ability, such as vocabulary, 
grammatical and pronounciation.  
The observation of the teaching and learning process in the class from 
February to May,, the researcher observed class VII C-VIIH that joining English 
extracurricular. They are 2 boys and 28 girls. The place to English extracurricular 
activity are various. Sometimes it will be do in classroom, aula, or outdoor. The 
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teacher should make interesting atmosphere in the class. Therefore, the teacher used 
dialogue, group discussion and role play in language classroom. It helps the students 
understand the material easily and make fu atmosphere.  
The technique in teaching must be appropriated to the purpose of the study. 
The teachers have to choose not only good technique but also compatible with learner. 
The findings of the research includes kind of the technique that is used in teaching 
speaking. The technique used by the teacher on teaching speaking of English 
extracurricular are brainstroming, discussion of topic and story telling. Those 
technique can make students feel interested in learning actively, more active, more 
variation, and not monotonous during the teaching learning.  
Based on the result of the researcher observation of English extracurricular 
activity of MTs N Jatinom. The researcher found that the teacher used first is 
brainstorming. Brinstorming means the teacher asks the students to list all their idea 
of related to a topic. The English extracurrricular teacher employs brainstorming in 
order to raise the students knowledge which relates to the material taught or last 
material given. The good characteristic of brainstorming is that the student will be 
open to sharing their new idea. In English extracurricular, Mr. GM are not critized on 
the student‟s idea and give the chance for the students to explore their ideas. After 
they gather all of their idea. They can presented their ideas in front of their friend 
directly.  
The second technique that used by English teacher is discussion. In English 
extracurriclar activity, the teacher choose the topic or material of that day. After that, 
the teacher asked to the students make a group that consisit of 3-4 students in that 
group. Each of the group do their task based on the topic. Actually the theme in each 
group are same with the other group. But, the topic are different. After they finished 
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their discussion and got the result of discussion. The students must to be presented 
their results of discussion in front of the class.  
The third technique is story telling. Story telling can make the students more 
creative. In English extracurricular, the teacher asked the students to make a story or 
describe something with the related topic. After that, the students make their own 
story about the topic and presented to their friends. They are also show their 
expression to the atmosphere of their story. 
The next component in teaching learrning is teacher‟s roles. Based on the 
research findings in the speaking activity, the teacher had some rules. They are 
controller, the teacher control all activities in the class such as student‟s activity, 
students behavior, keep the condition of the students, and helps the students to focus 
on study in the classroom. As the organizer, the teacher giving the students 
information, telling them how they are going to the activity, putting them into pairs or 
group. The teacher as assessor, the teacher assess students, he employs his role as an 
assessor students‟ work. He asked the students to come forward in front of the 
class/their friends then show their speaking performance the the teacher checks their 
performance in speaking. 
 The next component is teaching material. In English extracurricular the 
material was choosed by the teacher. Because English extracurricular process are not 
tied to the curriculum. It is apart from the curriculum. In addition, the basic of the 
material of English extracurricular still related with the material in regular activity. 
But the material can more variation. The material such as; introduction, giving 
opinion, describe our environment, describe place, school, dialogue and sometimes 
the seventh grade students of English extracurriculer tried to speech and story telling. 
Based on the interview with the English extracurricular teacher of MTs N Jatinom. 
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The material was designed directly by the teacher. But sometimes the teacher also 
used media such as picture and images, video and board.  
The last component is Evaluation or Assessment. In the end of the activity, the 
teacher gave some evaluations to remind the members‟ mistakes in general. So the 
teacher did not give its correction directly but in the next. It because to make the 
students not afraid when they was wrong in pronounciation or grammar. So, the 
evaluation are intended for all members. And about the assessment, Assessment is the 
tool to measure students‟ capability in speaking performance. An assessment is a 
device to make score of studentts‟ competence. Based on the interview, observation 
and documentation. The researcher found that the English teacher employs knowledge 
assessment, skill assessment, and attittude assessement in assessing speaking. The 
knowledge assessment was taken from daily assessement. Skill assesement was taken 
from homework, individual task and group task. Then, attitude assessment was taken 
from student‟s attendace, the student‟s behavior during the teaching and learning 
process. In addition, the score assessment of English extracuricular activity will be 
write in their raport with the three categories. A (Sangat baik), B (Baik) and C 
(Cukup). 
 
2. The problems faced by the teacher and students and the problems solution. 
English extracurricular activities also could not be separated from the 
problems. The problems faced by the teacher and also the members. The problems 
that faced by the teacher and the members were different. According to interview 
with students in English extracurricular program most of the problem faced by 
students were inhibitation and the use of mother tongue. In analyzing data of 
students‟ problems in speaking activity of English extracurricular, the researcher 
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used theory from Ur (1996:121) mention about the problems faced by the students 
in speaking activity , they are inhibition, lack of theme to be spoken, low or 
uneven participatory, and the use of mother tongue. The problems are following: 
The first problem is inhibition. In hibition means students are worried about 
making mistakes , fearful of criticism, or simply shy. According to the data from 
observation and interview, in English extracurricular program most of students 
still worried about making mistakes in speaking english. When the researcher 
asked her about the problem tha cause her difficulties, then she said that she did 
know the meaning and speak in public is not her habit. Therefore, she felt hard to 
practice. However, most of students in English extracurricular were asked to 
speak up when they encountered problems such as low self confidence. They had 
the problem in their confidence. The confidence was still less. Even so, they did 
not desperate; they were still trying to rectify the shortcomings. Besides all of 
English extracurricular members also gave the support and encourage each other.  
The problem solution to solve this problem is giving motivation. According to 
Littlewood (in Hosni, 2014: 24) state that motivation is the crusial force which 
determine whether a learner embarks in a task at all. How much energy he devote 
to it and how long he preves. In English extracurricular Program there are some 
student who worried about making mistake. And always afraid to try to speak 
English in front of the class. The teacher always give the motivation to students to 
be confident in whatever they say in front of the class. 
The second problems is lack of theme to be spoken. Lack of theme to be 
spoken means student have no motive to express themselves. According to the 
data from observation, several students felt that they hard to understanding about 
speaking because the have no idea to say and they are lack of vocabulary bank. 
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One of student stated that English is not important for her because in this time she 
did not use English for daily conversation. When the researcher asked her about 
their ability to learn speaking in this English extracurricular program then she said 
that “it is not easy”. When the teacher asked her to speak English , she still keep 
silent, because she do not know what to say.  
According to Ur (1996: 121) there are some manner of teacher to solve some 
problems in teaching speaking, namely use the group work, base activity on easy 
language, give some instruction or training discusion skills and keep students to 
speak the target language. The problem solution to solve the problem of lack of 
theme to be spoken is the teacher give some instruction or training in discussion 
skill. The teacher usually asked the students to make group with their friends and 
then discuss about the topic with their friends. This way is expected to make 
students exchanging their idea with their friends.  
The next problem is low participation. Ur stated that low or uneven 
participation means that only one participant can talk at a time because of large 
classes and the tendency of some learners to dominate, while others speak very 
little or not at all. In English extracurricular program almost all students has same 
ability. Therefore, there were no more than one participant who dominant in every 
meeting. All of them still have same problem and difficulties. Ur stated that use 
group work as the one solution to solve this problem. Using group work will 
increase amount of learners to talk going on in limited period of time and also 
reduced the inhibitions of learners who are unwilling to speak in front the full 
class. 
The last problem is the use of mother tongue. The use of mother tongue means 
learners who share the same mother tongue tend to use it because it is easier. 
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Leaners also feel less exposed if they are speaking their mother tongue. According 
to the data from observation and interview, the students in English extracurricular 
program were much more Indonesian language as their mother tongue than used 
English as their target language. Even though, the students try to speak English 
much more than their mother tongue. Problem solution to this problem are use 
base activity on esay language and keep the stdents to speak the target language. 
The teacher use simple and familiar word to make students more easy to 
understanding about the meaning. When the students mix English with Indonesian 
language in speaking performance, the teacher also reminds to the student to 
always use the English. 
In addition to the problems faced by members, there was also a problem 
faced by the teacher. The problems faced by teacher were member‟s self-
confidence when speaking. The members still felt shy and nervous when asked to 
speak up. So it might be solved and seek the solution by the teacher. The target 
was the members who initially has lack confidence, after attending English 
extracurricular, they would have high confident in speaking. This was the role of 
the teacher to guide the members. 
Another problem was how to make the students comfortable and not afraid 
when they were justified. The main principles in English extracurricular were the 
students wanted to speak up confidently although they still had weakness in 
speaking. So, the teacher might make the members confident with their ability. 
With the passage of the lack of time can be improved. Here was the role of 
teacher to solve the members‟ problem or mistake in speaking. But what the 
solving from the teacher did not offend and did not make them afraid. So, the 
teacher might have a specific strategy to deal with it, that was by the justifying 
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the mistakes after the end of the lesson in general. In addition, the students were 
also given the opportunity for counseling face to face with the tutor to consult 
their problem and explain what the problem when they speak up. 
The last problem faced by the teacher was the students‟ inconsistent 
attendance. Where in the first meeting, the members of English extracurricular 
were full, there were many students who are interested in the English 
extracurricular, but after few sessions, the students or members of English 
extracurricular reduced. They had other activities such as following 
extracurricular more than one extracurricular. In addition, sometimes students are 
also constrained by the weather like rain that causes them not present in 
extracurricular activities. 
There was also low commitment in following the English extracurricular. 
It was not significant problem, because the purpose was to train the members who 
had a high commitment in learning English. No doubt, students who had high 
commitment in following the English extracurricular they also gained more 
experience and knowledge about speaking. They are slowly mastered speaking. It 
was proved by the eleventh grade student that ever joining English extracurricular 
in seventh grade. In the first meeting, the student were still shy, their 
pronunciation and vocabulary were less, but after they practiced speaking hardly, 
they could win the competition. 
In every activity it may not be separated from the motivation to do so. The 
students who joined in English extracurricular also could not be separated from 
their motivation to join English extracurricular. Their motivations in participating 
English extracurricular were such as to get more experience and knowledge. 
English extracurricular gave them a lot of knowledge especially in speaking. 
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They were always motivated to be confident in whatever they say in front of the 
class, the most important thing is they want to speak up. As time goes on, they 
will be better.  
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CHAPTER V  
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the explanation on the previous chapter there are several conclusion in this 
research that can be conclude as follow :  
1. The implementation of speaking program in English extracurricular at the seventh 
grade of MTs N Jatinom. After having finished whole process and procedures in 
obtaining data of implementation of teaching speaking in English extracurricular. 
The researcher explains it briefly, as follows :  
First, the learning objective of English extracurricular are to improve the student‟s 
abillity to speaking performance, to develop their self-confidance in to show their 
speaking ability and develop their vocabulary, grammar and pronounciation.  
Second, the material of English extracurrricular was designed by teacher 
themselves. However, the basic material are same with the material in formal 
learning.  
Third, The English teacher combined several classroom technique in order to 
support teaching and learning process of speaking there are brainstorming, 
discussion and story telling.  
2. The problem faced by the teacher and members and the problem solutions in 
English extracurricular. 
Every activity cannot be separated from the problem, so in speaking activities 
there are some problems faced by the members are inhibition, lack of theme to be 
spoken, the low participation and the use of mother tongue. Moreover, based on 
the observation during four meetings in MTs N Jatinom, there are some problem 
faced by the teacher generally in English extracurricular are students‟ lack 
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confidence when speaking, correcting the student mistakes well,  and the lack of 
student consistency in the attendance.  
Problem solutions do by the teacher to make activities in English extracurricular 
effective and more pleasant for all the member of English extracurricular. The 
problem solving are giving motivation, using group work, base activity on easy 
language, give some instruction or training discussion skills and keep students to 
speak the target language. 
B. Suggestion  
Based on the result of this research, suggestion is written in order to give 
improvisation and important inputs for English teacher. Hopefully, the 
recommendation will be useful for the English extracurricular teacher, members of , 
and institutions.  
a. For the English extracurricular teacher  
It is suggested to the English extracurricular teacher, especially in the speaking 
activities to build a comfortable atmosphere and encourage the students to speak 
English. In the speaking activities teacher should properly give the students model 
of language as the input, which was in the spoken form. After presenting the 
model of language, teacher should also provide adequate practices before going to 
the production stage. In applying speaking activities the teacher should consider 
which activities that engage the students‟ participation and give the students more 
chance to speak. Games are the example of activities which attract the students 
and engage them to speak up. For the, teacher motivates the members to study 
more, teacher uses the supporting media such as LCD projector maximally, 
teacher gives more attention in practicing using oral to the members, teacher uses 
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varieties in teaching speaking. Moreover teacher needs to make outing class 
activity, invite the students to speak directly with the foreign language. 
b. For the school 
English extracurricular program helps the students to learn english more. The 
students free to express their skill. It had been batter when the school increased 
the media that used in learning process especially in Englishextracurricular. So 
that, English extracurricular activity more creative and satisfying. Moreover the 
school also can come in the native speaker to communicate with the students 
directly. 
c. For English extracurricular‟s member 
In English extracurricular activity, it is suggested that students should make the 
best use of the learning process and give positive contribution, so they get 
effective learning. To be a fluent speaker students should attempt to get more 
confidence and do not have to be afraid of making mistakes. On the other hand, 
the students also need to follow English extracurricular fully. They should 
consistent in attending, because there are many experiences to them.  
d. For next researcher  
The scope of this research is still limited. Next researchers who are interseted in 
the similar area of this research are able to study it deeply. This research can be 
used as one of the relevant reference.  
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APPENDIX 1 
STUDENT‟S NAME CODE OF VII ENGLISH EXTRACURRICULAR  
 
No Students‟ Name Code 
1. AP 
2. AAMD 
3. APY 
4. ACK 
5. AFL 
6. CS 
7. CS 
8. CF 
9. DS 
10. DN 
11. DIF 
12. DAF 
13. EWP 
14. FLMR 
15. INAS 
16. IAR 
17.  KL 
18. LNA 
19. NP 
20. NASL 
21. NML 
22. NASS 
23. NR 
24. PIS 
25. RFNF 
26. RR 
27. SFN 
28. SRP 
29. SF 
30. SIR 
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APPENDIX 2  
FIELD NOTE OF OBSERVATION  
 Day/Date : Monday/ May, 21
th
 2018 
Time  : 13.00-14.00 
Place  : Classroom 
Teacher : Mr. GM  
Researcher : Kunti Fatimatazzahrail Batul 
Material : Introduction one self and others  
Activity :  
 At 13.00 p.m the bell has rang, the teacher went to the Classroom of Englih 
extracuricular followed by the researcher. The teacher gave greeting to them and the students 
responded to it. The teacher asked the condition of the students. Then, the teacher checked 
attendance list before starting the learning process.  
Today, Mr. GM taught about introduction. Because it is the first meeting of English 
extracurricular. In the beginning, the teacher give example about expression of greeting and 
practice to the students. After that the students give respond/feedback to the teacher. The 
teacher write in the whiteboard the example of introduction sentence. The teacher asked the 
students to read and paid attention. The students listen to the teacher explanation.  
After that, the teacher give the question relate to the material. Students tried to answer, so 
there was the discussion about that topic would be learned. Based on the result of the 
observation, the teacher gave the opportunity the students to asks about the material. There 
are students asked to the teacher about the other sentence to ask the condition, then the 
teacher replied.  
The teacher asked the students to try introducing themselves in English. The student must to 
come forward in front of the class to practice. After all of the students practice introduce 
themselves, the teacher offering the students if any question about the material. The students 
do not have question. Then the teacher closing the teaching activity by saying hamdallah 
together.  
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Day/date : Monday,28
th
 2018 
Time  : 13.00-14.00 
Place  : School Hall (Aula) 
Teacher : Mr. GM 
Researcher : Kunti Fatimatazzahrail Batul  
Material : Describing famous place 
 
  At 13.00 p.m the English extracurricular will be start, the students students gathered 
in the school hall to follow the English extracurricular activities. The teacher went to school 
hall followed by the researcher. The teacher gave greeting to them and the students responded 
to it. The teacher asked the condition of the students. Then, the teacher checked the 
attendance list before starting the learning process.  
Today Mr. GM give the theme about “Describing Famous Place”. The teacher asked the 
sudents make a group that each group consist of 3-4 students. The students asked to make 
conversations with their friends about that theme. Their task is must consist of special things 
of the place, harga tiket (jika ada), hal menarik yang menyababkan para wisatawan datang 
kesana.  After the students finished to do their work. The students must be presented to 
speaking performance in front of their friends.  
The teacher asked to the students to make list information about the place. So, the students 
are not make a descriptive text but just important information related the place. The students 
can develop their ideas when they are perform. Because in their note there is only important 
information related the topic. So the students, can develop their vocabulary when they are 
describing famous place in front of class.  
After they has presented, the teacher also give feedback about the students explanation. And 
the students answer the teacher‟s question. After that, the students also give evaluation and 
motivation for the students performance. Then the teacher closing the teaching activity by 
saying hamdallah together. 
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Day/date : Monday, 4 June
th
 2018 
Time  : 13.00-14.00 
Place  : Classroom 
Teacher : Mr. GM 
Researcher : Kunti Fatimatazzahrail Batul  
Material : Describing school and people 
Please open your LKS at page 28. Please look the picture and read the text. Who 
At the 13.00 p.m the bell rang, the teacher went to the classroom of English extracurricular 
followed by the researcher. The teacher gave greetings to them and the students responded to 
it. The teacher asked the condition of the students. Then, the teacher checked the attendance 
list before starting the learning process.  
The teacher asked the students to open their LKS at page 28. There is picture of Jokowi 
President. The teacher asked the student to describe about the picture on their LKS. The 
students try to describe the picture. After that, the students asked to make describe their 
classmate. The teacher asked the students to make group in pairs. The students discuss with 
their friend to do the task. After that the students come forward individually to presented their 
work. After finished, the teacher asked the students to prepare the material about speech that 
will be learn in the next meeting. Then, the teacher closing the teaching activity by saying 
hamdallah together.  
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APPENDIX 3 
Interview with  English Teacher  
 
Interviewer : Kunti Fatimatazzahrail Batul  
Interviewee : Mr. GM  
Day/date : June, 4
th
 2018 
Time  : 11.00 p.m 
Place  : Office room of MTs N Jatinom 
 
Researcher : Assalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb 
Mr. GM : Wassalamu‟alaikumWr.Wb 
Researcher : Maaf mengganggu waktu bapak sebentar, sebelumnya perkenalkan bapak, 
saya Kunti Fatimatazzahrail Batul, IAIN Surakarta. Jadi begini pak, 
berdasarkan informasi dari beberapa tetangga dan adik saya yang dulu 
sekolah disini, katanya di MTs N Jatinom ini ada ekstrakurikuler bahasa 
inggris ya pak ?  
Mr. GM : Oh iya mbak benar, kebetulan di MTs N Jatinom sendiri sudah ada ekstra 
bahasa inggris ini sudah lama mbak.  
Researcher : Iya pak. Jadi begini pak, saya sebenarnya tertarik untuk melakukan 
penelitian tentang ekstrakurikuler ini pak. Saya ingin tahu seperti apa 
pembelajaran ekstrakurikuler ini pak  
Mr GM : Oh iya mbak, silahkan saja. Jadi kegiatan ekstrakurikuler bahasa inggris ini 
jadwalnya pas hari senin mbak mulai dari jam 1 siang sampai jam dua mbak. 
Tapi kadang-kadang juga sampai jam setengah 3 mbak. Lalu apa saja yang 
ingin anda teliti mbak ? 
Researcher : Pembelajarannya pak. Oh ya pak, untuk siswa yang ikut diekstra ini ada 
berapa anak ya pak ? 
Mr GM  : Awalnya dulu pas pendaftran yang tahun ini ada sekitar 40 anak mbak, 
namun setelah berjalan setengah semester ini yang ikut tinggal sekitar 30 
anak mbak.  
Researcher : Oh iya pak.. Lalu untuk guru yang mengampu guru ekstrakurikuler bahasa 
inggris ini ada berapa ya pak ? apa jenengan saja apa dibantu dengan guru 
yang lain juga pak ?  
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Mr. GM : Kalau saat ini saya saja mbak, soalnya dari bu waka kurikulum meminta 
saya untuk mengampu ektra bahasa inggris ini. Ya saya menjalan tugas saja 
mbak  
Researcher  : Kalau boleh tau nggih pak, kegiatan di ekstrakurikuler bahasa inggris ini 
berfokus pada apa ya pak dan tujuan dari ektrakurikuler bahasa inggris ini 
apa ya pak ?  
Mr. GM : Kalau ekstra ini kegiatannya lebih pada speaking mbak. Jadi speakingnya 
anak-anak akan dilatih disini. Kalau untuk tujuannya sendiri yang pertama 
pasti untuk menyalurkan minat anak ya mbak. Jadi anak-anak yang berminat 
untuk mengasah dan suka dengan speak in English pastinya akan bergabung 
diekstra ini mbak. Kalau tujuan yang kedua kegiatan ekstra ini, adalah untuk 
melatih mental anak mbak. Jadi supaya anak-anak itu bisa lebih percaya diri, 
tidak minder ketika berbicara ataupu perform dengan menggunakan bahasa 
inggris. Dulu soalnya ada cerita mbak, jadi tahun yang lalu ketika anak-anak 
kelas tujuh ada event perkemahan di prambanan mereka itu tidak berani 
memperkenalkan diri dengan turis yang ada di sana mbak, padahal kan 
dikelas tujuh anak-anak dikelas sudah diajari tentang materi memperkenalkan 
diri. Tapi ternyata untuk prakteknya mereka masih malu-malu. Nah, disinilah 
peran ekstra bahasa inggris ini mbak. Agar anak itu mampu speaking dengan 
baik, berani menunjukan kemampuan speaking mereka, dan anak dilatih agar 
tidak minder dan terbiasa untuk berbicara menggunakan bahasa inggris.  
Researcher : Lalu untuk siswa yang ikut ekstrakurikuler bahasa inggris ini kelas 7 saja 
atau kelas 8 dan 9 juga pak ?  
Mr. GM :  Kelas 7 saja mbak, soalnya kan kelas 7 masih peralihan dari SD dan MI 
menuju junior high school ya mbak. Kita tahu bahwa background untuk SD 
dan MI itu beda, yang SD ilmunya lebih banyak di pengetahuan umum dan 
untuk MI perpaduan antara pengetahuan umum dan ilmu agama islam. Selain 
itu, masing-masing sekolah juga berbeda-beda untuk menerapkan porsi 
bahasa inggris disekolah mereka itu bagaimana dan seperti apa kita juga 
tidak tau. Maka dari itu, di ekstra bahasa inggris ini anak benar-benar belajar 
dari yang paling basic bersama-sama mbak.  
Researcher :Iya pak, terimakasih untuk penjelasannya. Lalu kira-kira kapan saya bisa 
mulai untuk melakukan observasi nggih pak ?  
Mr. GM : Hari ini kalau mau mulai juga sudah bisa mbak, tapi ini ekstranya juga 
masih mulai pertama jadi materinya masih tentang perkenalan mbak.  
Researcher : Oh iya pak, nanti saya mulai observasi nggih pak supaya tahu seperti apa 
kegiatannya hehe.  
Mr. GM : Iya mbak silahkan saja, nanti kita mulainya jam 1 di Aula ya mbak.  
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Researcher : Oh nggih pak, nanti saya jam 1 ke Aula nggih pak. Kalau begitu ini saya 
pamit keluar dulu nggih pak, nanti saya tak kesini lagi. Sebelumnya saya 
berterimakasih pada sudah memberikan saya waktu.  
Mr. GM : Iya mbak, sama-sama. 
Reseracher : Mari pak, Assalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb  
Mr GM : Wassalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb 
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DRAFT OF INTERVIEW 
Interview with Teacher  
Interviewer : Kunti Fatimatazzahrail Batul 
Interviewee : Mr. GM 
Day/date : June, 11
th
 2018 
Time : 11.30  
Place : Office room of MTs N Jatinom 
 
Researcher : Assalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb  
Mr. AM : Wassalamu‟alaikumm Wr.Wb. Silahkan masuk mbak. 
Researcher : Iya pak. Maaf pak mengganggu waktu bapak.  
Mr. AM : Tidak mbak, ini saya juga udah selesai habis ngajar. Bagaimana mbak, ada 
yang ditanyakan dengan saya ?  
Researcher : Iya pak, hari ini saya ingin interview dengan bapak terkait dengan sistem 
belajar mengajar dikegiatan ekstrakurikuler bahasa inggris ini pak.  
Mr. AM : Ya mbak, Silahkan.  
Researcher : Pak, untuk teaching material di kegiatan ekstra bahasa inggris ini 
bagaimana ya pak ? Maksud saya, apakah materinya itu sama seperti yang 
ada di kelas reguler jadi berdasarkan silabus dan rpp atau bagaimana pak ?  
Mr. AM : Untuk di ekstra bahasa inggris, materinya impromtu mbak. Jadi materinya 
langsung terkadang juga sudah saya beritahu anak-anak dipertemuan 
sebelumnya bahwa pertemuan yang akan datang kita mau membahas tentang 
apa gitu jadi anak sudah ada persiapan. Untuk teaching materialnya kita 
beerdasarkan tema mbak seperti kegiatan sehari-hari, perkenalan, sekolah, 
lingkungan sekeliling, area wisata, speech dll. Kalau diekstra sendiri saya 
juga tidak akan kehabisan ide buat mencari pembahsan mbak. Jadi, setiap 
hari akan ada materi yang berbeda dari sebelumnya. Sedangkan untuk materi 
masih berkaitan dengan silabus atau tidak, itu masih mbak. Basically 
materinya itu secara garis besar sama mbak, namun di ekstra ini saya dalam 
memelih materi itu bervariasi mbak. Tidak monoton, jadi anak akan lebih 
bersemangat mbak. Namun materinya juga masih sederhana mbak sesuai 
dengan level mereka mbak. karena mereka masih kelas tujuh jadi levelnya 
juga setara dengan materi-materi saat ada didalam kelas. Selain itu, 
diekstrakurikuler ini kan termasuk pembelajaran non-formal ya mbak jadi 
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kita tidak terikat kurikulum. Jadi kita belajarnya juga lebih santai mbak, 
kalau misalnya KBM dikelas reguler kan sudah terjadwal materi untuk hari ii 
apa dan besok tentang apa. Secara teknis, materi dikelas reguler memang 
terstruktur dan terjadwal ya mbak. Akan tetapi jika kita amati dikelas reguler, 
anak itu sebenarnya seperti diharuskan untuk menguasai materi tersebut 
sedangkan dalam prakteknya mereka belum tentu bisa perform dengan baik. 
Lha disinilah salah satu letak perbedaan pembelajaran bahasa inggris yang 
dikelas reguler dengan pembelajaran di ekstrakurikuler bahasa inggris ini 
mbak. 
Researcher : Ya pak, terimmakasih. Lalu untuk speaking activity di kegiatan eksta 
bahasa inggris ini bagaimana pak ? kegiatanya apa saja ?  
Mr. GM. : Kalau untuk saat ini masih dialog dan discussion mbak, kadang-kadang juga 
describing something in our environment. Di akhir semester saya biasanya 
juga adakan speech English mbak.  
Researcher : Lalu kalau kegiatan yang lain seperti debate atau role play bagaimana pak ? 
apakah di ekstra bahasa inggris ini juga ada kegiatan seperti itu ?  
Mr GM : Kalau role play ya ada tapi masih jarang mbak, karena kan keterbatasan 
waktu juga ya mbak. Kalau untuk debate itu belum mbak soalanya menurut 
saya itu terlalu jauh ya mbak. Karena ini kan masih kelas tujuh ya mbak, 
masih peralihan dari berbagai SD dan MI. Jadi yang terpenting disini adalah 
bagaimana saya bisa menumbuhkan minat mereka untuk bisa tampil 
speaking dengan bahasa inggris. Karena kan ketika kita didalam kelas 
mungkin banyak anak yang sebenarnya secara teori mereka itu bisa dan 
mengerti tentang kosa kata bahasa inggris itu sendiri tapi secara praktek 
mereka kadang kurang terampil dalam speaking mereka. Maka dari itu 
disinilah letak keunggulan anak yang menikuti kegiatan ekstrakurikuler 
dengan yang tidak mbak. Mereka yang secara rutin mengikuti kegiatan 
ekstrakurikuler   akan lebih terlatih kemapuan mereka dalam speaking. jadi 
ketika didalam kelas reguler mereka yang ikut kegiatan ekstrakurikuler ini 
juga lebih speak up dibanding dengan teman yang lain. 
Researcher : Baik pak terimakasih. Lalu untuk prosedur mengajarnya seperti apa ya pak 
?  
Mr. GM : Untuk prosedur mengajarnya ya saya menentukan topik mbak kemudian 
anak-anak mengerjakannya dalam buku tulis mereka setelah mereka selesai 
lalu maju untuk perform didepan teman mereka. Di ekstra ini saya 
mewajibkan agar setiap anak perform mbak. Setelah mereka perform, nanti 
akan saya adakan evaluasi diakhir dengan memberitahu mereka kesalahan-
kesalahan yang harus diperbaiki seprti pronounciation, grammar, dll.  
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Researcher : Lalu kalau untuk Assesement di ekstrakurikuler bahasa inggris ini 
bagaimana ya pak ? apakah ada nilai-nilai nya ? atau sekedar evaluasi saja 
atau bagaimana pak ?  
Mr. GM : Kalau assement dalam bentuk nilai itu ada tiga aspek ya mbak, knowledge 
assessment, skill assessment dan attitude assessment. Tapi ya itu hanya 
sebagai penyemangat anak-anak saja mbak, bukan menjadi suatu tolak ukur 
dari kemampuan anak.  Karena kegiatan ekstrakurikuler ini kan terlepas dari 
pembelajaran yang didalam kelas ya mbak. Jadi tidak terikat dengan 
kurikulum. Selain itu, saya juga tidak ingin dalam diri siswa itu dia 
ditanamkan “ah kalo tidak bisa nanti hasilnya jelek” Tujuan kita disini kan 
bagaimana kita membentuk siswa agar mereka bisa mengembangkan seluas-
luasnya keberanian diri, kepercayaan diri, dan bagaima mereka bisa 
merespon atau memberi feedback lawan bicara itu yang diutamakan.  
Jadi tidak menganut sistem penilaian yang ketat, cukup bagaimana anak-anak 
itu mampu memulai ide mereka. karena dalam mengajarkan bahasa itu 
banyak kendalanya terutama saat mengajarkan bahasa asing seperti malu, 
takut dan tidak percaya diri. Kalo untuk penilaian akhir semester sebenarnya 
ada mbak tapi itu hanya untuk apresiasi untuk siswa karrena punya motivasi 
untuk mengembangkan kemampuan diri mereka.  
 
Researcher : Baik pak. Terimakasih karena hari ini bapak telah meluangkan waktu untuk 
saya wawancara. Kalau begitu saya pamit pulang dulu ya pak. 
Assalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb 
 
Mr. GM : Ya mbak hati-hati. Wassalamu‟alaikum Wr.Wb 
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Interviewer : Kunti Fatimatazzahrail Batul  
Interviewee : Mr. GM  
Day/date : June, 11
th
 2018 
Time  : 10.30-11.00 
Place  : Office room 
 
Researcher : Assalamu‟alaikum  
Mr. GM : Wa‟alaikumsalam  
Researcher : Maaf pak mengganggu waktu bapak sebentar  
Mr. GM : Tidak mbak. Ini saya longgar  
Researcher : Pak saya hari ini ingin melanjutkan interview yang minggu lalu.  
Mr. GM : Ya mbak, silahkan saja. Apa yang ditanyakan ?  
Researcher : Jadi begini pak, saya ingin bertanya tentang kendala apa saja yang dihadapi 
dalam kegiatan ekstrakurikuler bahasa inggris ini pak ?  
Mr. GM : Kalau untuk kendala sih yang pertama adalah motivasi siswa ya mbak. 
Karena untuk menumbuhkan motivasi anak itu sulit ya mbak. Bagaimana 
cara agar anak tetap mau berangkat ekstra ini yang agak sulit mbak. Karena 
kan terkadang juga terkendala cuaca ya mbak. Pas kalau lagi musim hujan 
anak-anak biasanya setelah bel pulang sekolah ya mereka langsung pulang. 
Nggak masuk ikut ekstra. Terus juga kan yang ikut ekstra ini anak-anak kelas 
tujuh ya mbak. Rata-rata mereka masih pada dijemput sama orang tuanya. 
Kalau pas sore orang tuanya gak bisa jemput ya mereka akhirnya tidak 
masuk ekstra mbak. 
Researcher : Lalu kalau dari segi KBM nya sendiri ada kendalanya atau tidak pak ?  
Mr. GM : Ya mbak, itu tadi masalah motivasi kendala yang pertama ya. Kendala yang 
kedua adalah beberapa anak-anak masih malu dan takut mbak. Malu dan 
takut saat maju kedepan untuk perform. Jadi mereka masih take a long time 
buat maju mbak. Istilahnya enten-entenan gitu mbak. Jadi mau maju itu 
nunggu temennya dulu yang maju baru nanti dia juga maju gitu. Terus ada 
kendala lagi yang ketiga, yaitu masalah grammar dan pronounciationnya 
mbak.  
Researcher : Baik pak, Lalu bagaimana cara bapak mengatasi agar para siswa itu tidak 
malu dan takut untuk perform pak ?  
Mr. GM : Untuk mengatasi ketakutan itu secara teknis anak diwajibkan maju ke depan 
kelas. Saat maju ini anak tidak di tunjuk tapi atas kemauan mereka sendiri. 
Nah kemudian cara saya agar anak mau maju ke depan adalah dengan 
memotivasi anak  seperti yang maju boleh pulang duluan, atau yang sudah 
maju boleh istirahat. Selain itu, caraa yang kedua adalah mengandalkan siswa 
pioner sebagai magnet untuk siswa yang lain. Jadi biar anak-anak itu nggak 
dorong-dorongan untuk maju ke depan kelas. Istilahnya kan siswa tuh pasti 
bilang “Wong aku maju wae gapopo kendel”. Nah kalimat seperti itu yang 
menjadi semacam magnet buat siswa yang lain mbak.  
Researcher : Kalau mengenai cara bapak untu mengatasi siswa yang melakukan 
kesalahan dalam grammar maupun pronounciation saat perform itu 
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bagaimana pak ? apakah setelah mereka perform akan ada evaluasi atau 
bagaimana pak ?  
Mr. GM : Oh kalau masalah evaluasi saya biasanya langsung mbak. Jadi pada saat 
mereka perform jika ada vocab yang salah saya benarkan. Kalau masalah 
evaluasi diakhir saya tidak menggunakan mbak, karena kan jika kita 
menjelaskan setiap kesalahan dan kekurangan  siswa saat perform itu kurang 
tepat ya mbak. Karena setiap karakter siswa itu kan beda-beda ya mbak, ada 
yang ketika kita komentari kesalahan mereka ada yang akan fight tapi juga 
ada yang tidak. Lha yang tidak ini yang repot mbak, setelah mereka saya 
kritik kekurangan mereka terkadang kan siswa ada yang minder. Jadi saya 
untuk evaluasi cukupkan pada pembenaran kosa kata yang salah mbak. Dan 
nanti biasanya diakhir semester juga ada evaluasi perform mbak untuk tolak 
ukur siswa sudah bisa apa aja.  
Researcher : Baik pak, lalu jika untuk kendala cuaca bagaimana ya pak ? bagaimana cara 
bapak agar anak-anak tetap mau berangkat ekstra bahasa inggris meskipun 
sedang hujan ?  
Mr. GM : Kalau untuk itu saya lebih menumbuhkan motivasi anak ya mbak. Seperti 
contohnya kan ada anak kelas delapan yang ikut lomba speech dan dan story 
telling bahasa inggris tingkat nasional. Masing-masing dari mereka ternyata 
dulu pas kelas tujuh juga ikut ekstra bahasa inggris ini mbak. Dari sini saya 
memberi motivasi bagi anak-anak bahwa dengan mengikuti kegiatan ekstra 
bahasa inggris ini kesempatan anak-anak untuk terpilih bisa mengikuti lomba 
itu lebih besar mbak. Karena yang diseleksi buat ikut lomba itu kan siswa 
yang rasa percaya dirinya tinggi saat mau tampil berbicara dengan bahasa 
inggris dan juga aktif dalam speakingnya. Lha anak-anak yang ikut ekstra ini 
dilatih untuk bisa memiliki kriteria seperti itu mbak. Nah, inilah yang 
kemudian mungkin juga menjadi daya tarik bagi siswa untuk mengikuti 
kegiatan ekstra bahasa inggris ini mbak. Kemudian selain itu saya juga ada 
planning untuk mengadakan outing class mbak, rencananya nanti di bulan 
Desember.  
Researcher : Oh begitu pak, baik. Lalu tujuan dari outing class sendiri untuk apa ya ?  
Mr. GM : Ya untuk suasana baru saja mbak, biar anak merasa lebih nyaman dalam 
belajarnya. Selain itu juga untuk penerapan conversation dengan native 
speaker mbak.  
Researcher : Oh begitu ya pak. Kalau begitu terimakasih banyak pak sudah meluangkan 
waktu untuk saya. Maaf jika merepotkan dan mengganggu waktu bapak.  
Mr. GM : Iya mbak sama-sama. Semoga cepat selesai ya mbak.  
Researcher : Aamiin. Sekali lagi terimaksih nggih pak. Assalamu‟alaikum  
Mr. GM : Iya mbak. Wa‟alaikumsalam.   
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APPENDIX 4  
INTERVIEW WITH STUDENTS  
 
Interviewer : Kunti Fatimatazzahrail Batul  
Interviewee : R  
Day/date : June, 11
th
 2018 
Time : 12.30 p.m 
Place : Classroom  
 
Researcher : Selamat Siang dek  
Students : Siang mbak  
Researcher : Lagi istirahat ya ?  
Students : Iya mbak. Kenapa mbak ?  
Researcher : Boleh ganggu waktunya sebentar dek ? Saya mau tanya dikit-dikit boleh ?  
Students : Boleh mbak. Duduk sini mbak.  
Researcher : Iya dek. Terimakasih. Menurut pendapatmu kegiatan ekstrakurikuler bahasa 
inggris ini bagaimana Dek? 
Students : Kegiatanya menyenangkan dan bisa meningkatkan speaking saya Mbak. 
Banyak kegiatan-kegitan yang berbeda-beda 
Researcher : Kalau motivasimu mengikuti English extracurricular itu apa Dek? 
Students : Yang pastinya ingin menambah pengalaman, bisa speaking English more, 
memperbaiki speaking dan saya disini bisa mendapkan banyak teman, bukan 
hanya dari kelas saya saja akan tetapi kita juga dari kelas lain. Kita bisa 
berbagi ilmu dan pengalaman disini Mbak. Bisa belajar bareng.  
 
Researcher : Adakah problem yang kamu hadapi saat speaking Dek? 
Students : Iya Mbak, kadang saya masih kurang percaya diri saat berbicara didepan 
kelas Mbak, jadi terkadang tidak sesuai dengan apa yang saya rencanakan 
sebelumnya. Kemudian mastering vocabulary juga masih kurang, dan 
pronoun Mbak. Tapi disini kita sama-sama belajar. Saling mendukung ketika 
ada teman yang masih lemah dalam speaking.  
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Researcher : Oo seperti itu, banyak sekali ya manfaatnya. Terimakasih untuk waktunya 
Dek.  
 
Students : Iya mbak sama-sama 
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Interviewer : Kunti Fatimatazzahrail Batul  
Interviewee : A 
Day/date : June 11
th
 2018 
Time  : 10.00-10.30 
Place  : Aula  
 
Researcher : Selamat siang Dek, boleh minta waktunya sebentar? 
Students : Iya mbak. 
Researcher : Saya mau tanya-tanya sebentar boleh ? 
Students : Boleh mbak.  
Researcher : Apakah adek itu excited dalam mengikuti English extracurricular ini Dek?  
Students :  Iya tentu saja, soalnya ekskul ini itu tidak hanya sebuah hiburan, tapi ada 
peluang kita berkembang disini , terus juga pak gurunya enak ngajarnya bisa 
kayak teman, jadi kita itu kaya bebas disini itu, benar-benar berekspresi. Kan 
disini juga nggak boleh malu kalau dalam berbahasa inggris. Soalnya kita 
kan sama-sama belajar jadi nggak apa-apa. Kita bebas prateknya, kan kadang 
kita malu sama orang lain, takut salah atau gimana, tapi disini itu kita 
Dikasih kesempatan buat bebas berekspresi mau nanti salah itu nggak apa-
apa. Disini itu kita bareng-bareng untuk belajar gitu mbak.  
Researcher : Kalau untuk kegiatanya seperti speech itu menurut kamu itu menarik 
tidak,membuat semangat dalam mengikuti atau mungkin dalam metodenya 
itu bagaimana? 
Students : Udah bagus namun perlu ada perbaikan, untuk menarik kelas VII  agar ikut 
English extracurricular itu kayak masih kurang. Kan kalau teman-teman saya 
itu kadang masih takut untuk mengikuti ekskul ini. Sebenarnya disini itu 
enak, tapi dari mungkin dari pihak sekolah kurang sosialisasi dan pengenalan 
bahwa English extracurricular itu menyenangkan, tidak menakutkan. 
Researcher : Dari diri adek sendiri apakah ada problem ketika diminta untuk speak up? 
Students : Kalau saya lebih ke grammarnya masih kurang Mbak, kalau hal lain 
memang belum menumui problem-problem lain Mbak, tapi saat perform 
didepan kelas itu terkadang lupa vocabnya Mbak, apalagi vocab yang masih 
asing bagi saya Mbak.  
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Researcher : Kemudian untuk motivasimu mengikuti English extracurricular ini apa 
Dek?  
 
Students : Yang pertama bahasa inggris itu kan sudah menjadi bahasa international 
dan era itukan berkembang ya, jadi semakin maju, apalagi Indonesia itu mau 
ada pasar international, dan pasti banyak pendatang-pendatang baru, masak 
kita nggak mau mempelajari bahasa ini, apakan dimasa depan nanti kita tidak 
tahu bahasa yang dipakai. Kita pasti juga nggak tau dan nggak akan maju 
dibidang lain, karena kehidupan masa mendatang itu lebih banyak memakai 
bahasa inggris. Selain itu disini itu buat berkembang dalam apapun, dalam 
belajar untuk berani berbicara didepan umum, berani mempelajari sesuatu 
untuk tidak takut salah. Saya juga termotivasi dari kakak tingkat saya mbak 
yang dulu juga ikut English extracurricular ini. Dia speakingnya bagus 
sampai memenangkan English speech contest tingkat nasional mbak. Jadi itu 
alasan-alasan saya.  
Researcher : Yaudah terimakasih ya dek untuk waktunya. 
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Speaking performance of students in pairs 
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